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Musical Items.
THE

will

an

American

pian-

accompany

has returned home.

Her recognition by the most.

tion of it.

STAVENHAGEN,

Orchestra, which

was founded last season, announces three concerts
for the present season.

Dvorax's opera on the subject of “ Hiawatha”
is so far advanced that it will probably be heard in

New York this winter.

~

7

THe 6th annual convention of the P. M. T. A.,

terésting and successful meeting.

Lrorotp Gopowsxy, a Russian pianist, is winhing golden opinions by his playing in his recitals

in Philadelphia, He is arousing much enthusiasm,

Wa rer DAmroscn’s-opéra “ The Scarlet Let-

ter,’’ ‘or rather the excerpts from it recently given

in New York, have created a favorable impression,

and the consensus of opinion is that itis a strong

o

Mr. Emit
instituted

Leisure,

a noveltysin

the Chicago
managing

late-comer to his recitals.

pianist; has

the proverbial

He locks the doors at

the first number, and keeps them locked until he

has finished.

of an

operetta

was

in Vienna the

dther evening, when Strauss’ “Fledermaus”
the Imperial

No matter how great the artist, he must

Opera yielded

$6,000,

have the proper tools with which to do his work.

at

13,000 florins, nearly

3

A oomsrrree has been formed for the purpose of

A noparct sign of the growth of true musical

Taising funds for the erection of a monument to

culture is the increasing number of lectures, given

Franz Liszt at Weimar, where the master rendered

by eminent critics, on the various phases of musi-

such distinguished and enduring services to musi- -

schools and private teachers.
HANDEL's “ Messiah > was recently performed

declining condition, and. that during the present “
8ea80n only about thirty-five theatres throughout

cal science andart, This means of disseminating Cal art.
;
musical knowledge is being widely utilized by
“Iv is stafSa that the opera. in Italy is still in a

at Buenos

Ayres

for the first

in

time

the peninsula will be occupied with this form of-

South

America, with a chorus of 300 and an orchestraof

entertainment.

50 performers. ‘Special trains were run, the house
was sold out an hour and a half after the opening

many years.
"
A MONUMENT to Hans'von Biilow is proposed by -

for

This is the smallest number

a longlist of admirers, beginning with Helmholtz,

certain

musical

the “city

where the closing years’!

instruments or to sing at certain times.” As the

life weréspent.

the Iistener may be imagined

hundredth pérformance in Berlin.

choiceofpieces is naturally varied, the effect upon

by

a

vocal

Truth?

as

something

teacher, and

“Will

you

published

be good

enough

in

no singing voice, but I would

London

to let me

know your charge for voice production?

Ihave

Waowen's “‘ Meistersinger’’ has now passed its
Twenty-four

years ago, on April 1, 1870, the first performance

of this work was received with storms of yells,
hisses, and stamping, so that literally for minutes
ata time not a sound of music could be heard,

Yer another musician of world-wide reputation

isgone.

Benjamin Godard, cpmposer, known by
piano

pieces, songs,

you well if\you can produce one for mé, because

Cannes,

11th.

He

singers earn a good deal more than I can make in

did not fulfil the promises of his youth.

He,

however,

the

the tripe trade here.”

.

3

sis

bscecal

be Willing*to pay

of Bulow’s

his graceful

held at Harrisburg in December, was a very in-

work.

performance

sion expected, on account, it is said, of the piano

ludicrous.
Do American piano teachers ever get letterslike
of our readers, has a very full season with his
the following communication, which was received
lecture recitals.
ad
Symphony

in

PropaBy the largest sum ever taken in at the.

whose reputation as a pianist

was very highly rated, has not made the impres-

he uses.

the great composer was born, and

making a collection of documents relating to him,

is most gratifying to American pride,

Mr. Epwarp Baxter Penny, knowf to so many

Tse Axherican

in which

eminent of the Old World critics and authorities

tiary are allowed: to play upon

the Chicago

Orchestra during its Western tour, at least a por-

’

‘THE Beethoven Society at Bonn has raised and

spent $30,000 in buying and improving the house

of the box office, and the proceeds were $7,500.

—Summy, has suspended publication.
Joszxrry

Buoomrietp-Zereuen,

THEN. Y. Recorder is authority for the statement dead since his name was put on the'list, and ending with Brahms. It is to be placed io Hamburg,
by Clayton F. that the prisoners in the Kings County Pen: i

HOME.
Mutic Review, published

Raract

, Mrs.

ist, after a most remarkably successful tourabroad

=

Jan.
held

an

etc., died at

was a facile writer,

important

place

minor masters of French music.

‘but

among

Ap the autopsy of-Rubinstein’ it was found that

Nox Botow's letters are to’ be published by bis ¢ne frontal bone of his skull was remarkably thick
wife.
‘
—half a centimetre—a phenomenod usually ob-

Tue annual sale of pjanos in London is 85,000 served only in idiots, and which is apt to retard
instruments,
.
%
%
the developmentof the brain, On theother hand,
OrHELLo has brought

amount

to

of 11,000 francs,

Verdi royalties to the

which he has given to

oharity.

brain

itself was

Men

unusually

of

science

large and

consider

oo 3, sunusual anomaly.

Tne Paris Opera directors have decided to put

hereafter anew work of Wagner's on their repertory every year.
:
Egenrcen Psovr, familiar to the readers of Tas
rope by his works on Theory, including

the

developed.

Musical

well

this

an
id

Paprszwari's Polish dpera is to be produced by
Sir Augustus Harris if Pecxh, get the composer s

consent.

Its first performance is to be in Hun-

arian, at Pesth, under Mr, Nikisch, to-be followed

i

a German

version

in

ihe opera isin fopr acts

score, and Mr. Paderewski

Dresden

under Schuch.

Itiscompleted.in piano
is at. present engaged

Form, has been elected to the chair of Music of in its orchestration—an art in which he is a
the University of Dublin, .He is in his 60th year. master, as his concerto has proved.
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ON THE

THE

[For Tue Ercpx,]
RHYTHMIO

besides the’ accent, often extra length is given to the

OF MUSIOAL* tone or tones which begin the accented unit.’ The use «|

ELEMENT
FORM i

of suitable harmonies

Sg ee
de
RESSEOS ONGOWs

Moon stress is rightly laid now-a-days upon the study
of musical-form. The pupil is urged.to analyze the

music he studies as to its rhythmic and thematic content,

upon

the accent

\ SCHUMANN, Op. 12, No. 2,
Presto,

also helps to

Create thé rhythmic feeling, Sometimes, even, a silence
(rest) at thé-unit usually accented will draw attention to

itself enough to produce the rhythmic feeling.
ample :—
.

* . and he is promised therefrom a broader and richer conception of the meaning of the music and a livelier enJoyment of its beauty.

ETUDE.

JENSEN, Wedding Music,

For ex-

:

When, however, the average

+ =e
apani
scholar undertakes the task without the direct supervi==
=
wholly or partially by what seem to him the excessive
. @- I@- I@- Ie L-)
irregularities of nearly every composition, The definitions with which he is armed, of period, section, phrase,
The rhythmic group, thus established, continues
motive, theme, subject, episode, efe., never quite fit to
4
.
thease
in
hand
so
that
he
reaches
the
nd
of
the
music.
thtOuahout
the
piece.
Sometimes
t is the only accent; at best, a suspicion
Sadi that he may
;
‘hythm
of
with,
the music, Z and
the music, - is then said to be in
be mistake at
some pointe of his taalysie,
simple accent-rhythm. But often the rhythm above

+ sion of & master of the art, he is apt to be swamped

y

uU

C

Rhythm may be desvijbed as followa:—

‘

intervals a sufficient number of times, there is established

in the mind an expectation that they will continue to

MOZART.—Sonata,

happen at the same regular intervals. To this feeling
of recurrence wo give the name sense of rhythm; to the
recurrence iteelf which satisfies this {ecling we give the

Musical rhythm is but one expression of

the universal law of recurrence, which in the last analysis
-lies at the bottom ofall unity of life. Apar
fromt
itwe
should have no sense of expectancy, with its wonderful
:

Ber
e
motive and instr

ument

~

e

twos has 6 for the numerator of the time-sig

in another grouping [G-e-9] Ha

When the same or similar things happén at regular

name rhythm,

c

“!f0nger
emphasis
the recurrent accent of that
*'™Ple group
which upon
is differentiate
d in order to define
the
larger
rhythm.
Thus,
the
simple rhythm (->-)
(eos) ete.
b
ded by additional
(“*-)
ts, may be compounded by additional accent ft In the same way the double-compound formed of siminto [-3-\>-)][(-3-C>-)] ete. For example, ple groups of twos compounded by threes and finally by

puede is far
structure of & composition
more apt to be that the

tion of rhythm.

Adagio.

Cet

Now it is undoubtedly trae that musical
often Sesetibed is tho basis ofaill largerrhythmie groupings,
aduit of so much flexibility of treatment as forms
to render ™®d° by compounding these groups
through use of still
their analysi
alittle
s difficult

unpracticed onear. Bat
tho realobstaclein the way ofto
readyanapprehensi
of the
:
student does not clearly-understand the nature and fune-

BEETHOVEN, Op. 2, No. t.

eeae
Those

.

ceeerremereret
es

craeee
Aerons

1

7

iS

nature ;
while the double-compound with simple
pounded by ¢wos and nally by ¢hrees has onlytwos8 forcom.
the
numerator. For example of the latter:—

>--)
cad

oes

4

ese “arger groupings may be called compoun
. tiga
ruling “S¢0eat-r
hythms.- And still farther compoandings
eee
een
ee:
TEE
peng
ane emphatic accents may be called double-com-by
of all art.

The rhythms of music are‘more or lese involv but PoUnd daaccen terhyth.
F
1
t-rhythms. -For,
the means taken to express them are exceedingly ed,
example:—
simple.

The first requirement for the production of a rhythm

is the mental divisign of time, asitpasses, into regular

- successive segments within which, once in so often, the
rhythmic recurrence takes place, We inay call these
segments time-units,* And since one dan count or mark
by the hand the passage of time, often the slightly inac-curate designations counts, beats, or pulses are given to

CHOPIN, Op. 9, No. 2. as
eae

pte
:

ae
ee

es

Sarees

aC 3. tee eee = dee

.
:
., the sections of time themselves,
ae,
;
* ,In the illustrations which follow, time-units-will bein ~The notaiion
of accent-rhythm, so-faraa,
dicated by even dashes, thas:— - =, by'drawi

aaa
as

Double-compound rhythm is not in frequent use, exi) care necessary in distinguishing the three gradationsTheof
force that are requisite to preserve the doubly compound
chatacter of the rhythm discourages its use except in
i -xeryslow tempo. And larger compounds than these by
aff means of accent are practically impossible.

ng a vertical line, called a bar, actos
This division of time into units is aot sufficient
before the strongest rhythmic accent, “The « ign
~——\stlftomake a rhythm, but only serves as the basisinit-of just
of music included betwéen two of these bars is called/s
the rhythm.

Théthythm is creby
ate
groupingdtheunits,
The simplest'
music are formed of time-units
by twos or by groupa
threes.. inThus:
(~-}(=-)(-~) (~~), or’
G<jEEI CSAC
;

cept possibly that of twelve unita to the group)

But the rhythmic feeling is but

satisfied with
measure, and is equal in’length to the rhythmic group. such small groupings alone as arepartially
made
way.
The counts or beats of the measure are numbered from ’ Accent-rhythms are yet again: grouped inintothislarger
thebar, Hence when the rhythmic groupdoes not have rhythms through the cadence.
This consists of such a
its strqng accent on the first unit, since the bar comes manipulation of chordg
and melody

as to produce a
The means taken to make the grouping, i.¢., to estab- then the. middlojof the group,
the music starts and sense of restfulness at the end of the section of niusic
lish this rhythm on the ear, is the use of extra stress, finishesin with
an
incdmple
te
measure.
Thus, the thyth- © desired to be set off into the cadence: group. For a
called accent, upon the tones which begin the recurrent

mie group (->-) of the Bubinatein example above ig study of the particular chords used, their place
unit that marks the group. This unit may be first, « gounted
in the
three, owe, two; and the first measure. ‘barcomes final measure of the cadence-g
roup, what constitutes
second (or third), in the group, but mustybe the same in after the second
note.
In simple rhythm each accent is omparative strength or weakness in the cadence, ete.,
each group. For example :—
*
notated by the bar beforeit. Bat in compoun
d rhythm,
any standard
sans

a

MENDELSSOHN.—Spring Bong. a

'

=
a

rraa

Lee

wi
NJ.

a
tee

:

Be

» Je Dee
RUBINSTEIN, Op. 8, No. 2.

1

{\
tHI~

2 3

work on Harmony.
:
Simple cadence-groups aro udually formed by uniting
the accent-rhythms that have been chosen’ for the comstands only before the strongest accent. At the begin- position,
‘whether ‘simple or compound, into a larger,
ning of the music, however, there is placed on the staff,
| group of twos or of fours which closes with the cadence?
after the key-signature, # fraction
unfortunately, thera.
iato indieation, in the masic itself,

of the simple groups which are combined, since the bar
called the time-signa-

ture, the numerator of which tells whether the rhythmic

It ie very rare that an qdd number of accent-groups, #. ey:

three or five, is

chosen as basiq of the cadence groups,
group is simple, compound, or @ouble-compound ; with’ although
such grouping is technically correct. Simple
the following exception, namely, that the time-sign
ature accent-groups are ordinarily joined by fourstoform the
does not indicate the nature of the compound-rbyth
m in cadence-group, while compound

accent-groups often
cases whore a simple group of twos ia compounded by unite by twos,
threes, or by twos and again by threes. The rule ia that
-The
music
thus
rhythmically
divided by cadences
re
b
“when twos and threes both enter into the compound,
every second or fourth measure iagrouped into still
&, 2-)6 BIC Bae 29 subdivisions of threes are igndred “in the signature. larger rhythms again through
the
use
of a regular gradaThus, if a simple group of threes is compounded
twos tion of strength in the cadences themselves. Thus,
It will be observed, from the above examples, that,
the numerator of the time-signature is 6; but ifabysimple
cadence-groups are combined into compound
‘oup of twos is compounded by threes the numerator is simple
* Throughout this articlo advautage ts taken of
absolute lack e
cadence-groups by having stronger cadences every
of upiformity in the use of terms among writers on the
For example, the two following illustrations have second,
Form,to present
2
or, somewhat rarely, every third instance, thé
2 consistent and easily understood series
each
fy

.

+

age=

ze

of rhytbmieterms that seém

to thepresent writer worthy of genoral adoption,

six wnjts (counts) to the measure, but the time-sig¥ strong cadence: always ‘ending the compound ‘group.
natures differ according to the rale just given
:—
Donble-compound cadence-groups are formed out of

Z

-

_ THE
compound

cadence-groups by still more conclusive

ETUDE.
—>

accent-group

cf

the basis of eadence-rhythm,
and the
THE AMATEUR MUBSIOAL SOOIETIES.
cadences at the end of the second or third compoutd time-unit is theis basis
of aqeent-rhythm. If the atudent
group.
has mastered the rhythm&
struc}
the period as ACOOUNTS OF MUSICAL SOOIKTIES, PROGRAMS, NOTES OF
By the time the ond of a double-compound cadence- above given there remains but a\ consideration of the
WORK, LISTS OF BOOKS, QUI
(ONS AND ANSWEBS>
group ia reached, in most cases the music will have fin- melodio structure
of the cadence-groups of & period, All Communtentfonstothe Deyartaeut should be addzeased to Coma
"Stanton
Brown, 1948t, Mary Street, Indianapolis, ind.
ished the utterance of what may be called a single com- before ha is able to intelligently approach the subject of

plete misical thought ;so that the final strong cadence | form proper.

It ig not the purpose of this article to

serves to declare a stop semewhat analogous to the clog | discuss mejody. Almost all that need
be said, however,
of a sentence; One such musical thought, uttered in 4g to the law of balance and contrast in the
different
rhythmical form and brought to an adequate conclusion cadence-grqups of & period may be easily deduced by
by a strong cadence, is technically called’ a period. A reading ‘and classifying.the melodies of an ordinary
period may be completed even within the limit of a
hymn and tune book, which rarely extend beyond the
gle extended cadence-group ;but however formed, ont limits of one or two regularly constructed
periods. The

of a simple cadence-group, a compound cadence-group,

or, a8 is more usual, out of a double-compound cadence-'
group, the musical period is complete in itself and furishes the goal of the second mode of rhythmic grouping, that by cadences.
3
The following illustrations will serve for examples of ~

eadence-groups and period stractare.

Period from Haydn Sonata, No. 8, Peters’ edition,
~ constructed as follows :—

Simple accent-grou,

Compound accent-grou

>).

?

Simple cadence-group= [e= \CB—>)]Compound cadénce-group = twice the simple cadence-

group.

Double compound cadence group, making the period,
- =twice the compound cadence group.

To the listener, facts about composers and composi-

Pa

tions make programs more ‘intelligible and interesting.
Hearing the best music properly,bi

to a musical

education, and is becoming more and more to be regarded as indispensable to the education of every caltivated person, At the present time it if‘iutpossible for

when they know what it means.

Music has been set

apart for the few to study and enjoy, but it more and

more deserves its

name of “universal language.” We

are learning that it is to be studied and enjoyed as the .
other arts are, and the sentimentalizing about ‘the

~ additions in common use are easily understood and of divine art" is giving way to euch vigorous
and refreahno great moment.~Bat
theproblem of form brings the ing ideas ay those expressed by Dr. Hanchett
in the
law of variety at once to thé forefront. “The question is August Ervpe, Let us regard
music with
how to obtain a larger rhythmic grouping that shall be sense as a factor of education
and as an art.

obvious, and yet avoid the piling up of mechanical sec-

In order to

common

‘explain’’ music it is necessary to tell a

tions, an effect which is already sufficiently marked by atory to fit every composition, but unless a musical credtion is the result of an idea and contains an idea for
to the wastelar periodizing. In the case of dance and march music the listener, it had better be rel
beste and if there is an idea there is foundation for

the regular rhythmic accent, regular cadence, and regu-

this mechanical process is an advantage rather than

otherwise ; so that the problem dogs notarise.

"The ‘need is to make the listener's mind receptive,

speech.

Dances

The Amateur Musical. Society is one Place where ex-

planations of this sort are especially in order, as the “

the larger groups which constitute the form by utilizing

(ees

performances,

lacking the finish and interpretation’ °
of the artiat, are well supplemented by words which |
the desired effect. In other music than this, however, aesitttheimagination ofthe hearers, And
And tto give isuch“.
the members must be up in historyy biog:
the problem nearly always arises and is answered.in a explanation,

similarity and contrast of melody and key to produce

great number of ways,

-

raphy, and imusical form.” Hence the
need of tooka ©

These in general consist either

in the use of unperiodic material distributed about 0

Suggestions as to helpful, books and programs illustrating the earliest periods of musical history are eape-_

nucleus of regular periods,.the unperiodic material in
some cases abandoning even the regular flow of dadence-

cially requested for-this column. _

.

The Club of Musical Research and Progress.
groups, but almost never the'regular accent-rhythm, or
from Mrs, Helen BakerofLa Salle, Illinois,
ip the extengion or contraction of some of the otherwise ~tellsA Lerren
of the successtul-organization of her pupils into a
regular cadence-groups ‘of 8 period. When unperiodic club “for the Study of Music, its Meaning and
ion.”
maferial is found, the nature of the melody must be The teacher is the director of the work, preparing the
topics for each

trusted to indicate where the regalar periods begin and

meeting. Atroll callSchamann’s ‘Roles

end.. And, in fact, the larger the form the more is reli-

for Young Musiciana’”’ are given by the pupils.- This

ance placed upon special melodies, called themes or

biography.

subjects, to maké clear the periodic
the many forms possible the artist
which will best duit the character. of
to express, and composers are con:

exercise is followed by questions in beory theory, and

The blackboard is used by the teacher to

oe
Among explain and illustrate the subjects under discussion,
m among the pupils for the work, the
must, choose that The enthi
terest in reading about music, and the sacaeaadiag: of
the
theory has been most gratifying. They wish to beranked
nity.
among the lovers of music,

in forms. Tho systematic study of F

A Decetttber program is as follows :—

‘

Questions on Intervals; Sketch of Mozart’s Life and

Works;- Illustration, Op. 6, Theme aud Variations;

form’ which have been used succes

atid have won a place for themsely

Sketch of Beethoven ;Illustrations, Selections from 8on-

involves a knowledge of the principles of. tonality, and

1, No. 2; Recitation on Music; Merz, Four:

Cramer, Book I, Nos. 1, 7,12; Weber, “ Oberon; *”
music, An adequate understanding of the larger forma atas;
Czerny, Op. 299, Book I, Nos, 1 and 4, Spe, Book

mm

Ps

Simple accent-group = (>--).

Simple cadence: group=four accent-groups.

“Compound cadence-group, making the period, = three
simple cadence-groupa.

v

‘

(Sivas

a

ander this plan, and offers this account of her work
hoping that it may contain a helpful hint for another

been given of thé successive steps of rhythmic stpacture

up to the uép of rhythm in Form, and if the nature and teacher who desires to create a real interest in music
purpose of the rhythmic irregularities found in most among her popils,
forms are apparent.
“The.Program of the ‘Cecilian Society" ofDuluth,
The reader must be rélied upon to supply his own il- Minn., has some very interesting features.
lustrations of this last paragraph.

(upeeivenis

While the: foll

@'the program would occupy considerable space, the
ts printed will, with tha addition of the general

ing:

table can pethaps serve to summarize the discuasio:

subjects, give an adequate idea of the work.

~Motto.—My Language is understeod all over the

and may be found convenient in rhythmic anal;

‘world. ~Haydn.
Tania, *
eA
“Musto of Various Nations,
Simple accent-rhythms'= time-units by twos or threes, —Miscellanéous Program.
Compound accent rhythms = simple rhythms by #0 OF of Russia, Beginnings of

J J

d Study;

Kullak, Octave Study Eb,
The teacher finds that études have become delightfal

Hymn tune (period) by Sir Arthur Sullivan, con- ~ of thematic tréatment, aswell as of rhythm. But the
object of this alticle is accomplished if a clear viewhas

stracted as follows :—

:

eur

I, October 12. 1. Recital

II. October 26, 2. Music
Russian Music: (a) The

threes.
:
Bilinas of ‘Folk. Senge; (8) Religious Hymns and
Dauble-compound accent-rhythms =compound rhythms Chants; ane Paris Mosisians we openers ;
by twos or threes.
Present,State
of
Mysic in
Russia, Musical Societies,
~
cio, fl November\@.-”
8,"RecilalRassian
Music.

ee

‘Bimple cadence-groups = acoent-rhythmes: (simple or

np
merger

4, Music of Russia, 5. Recital-—Russian Music. 6.
compound). by twos or fours, rarely by threes or by Music of Spain and Mexico.’ 7. Recital—Miscellane-

ij

ousProgram, VIII. January 25. Music of Scandina-

fives.

Compound cadence-groups= simple cadence-groups by via,
twos, rérely by threes,

Double compound. eadence-groups
= compound

dence-groups by twos or threes,

8, Characteristics of Scandinavian music. 9.
Scandinavian composers. Sweden: Soderman, Hall-

oa. strom, Lindblad, Geijer, Normann, Tredbom, Hallen,
jogren,

A Period =the complete rhythmical expression of a

The next method of formation of rhythms is by the

single musical thought.

Musical Forms

(of many

ae

sorts)
= combinations

of

periods, with or without certain modificationg in the

grouping of periods into what are technically called vanod ‘structure, or the addition of unperiodic material
forma. The period is the basis of form, just as the supplemental to the regular periods.
Z

ws

a

the people in this countrytoreceive that training, but it
new factor in the rhythmic structure of musical forms is is certainly true that people always
like the-best music

the increased importance put upon the law of variety.
Under sccent-rhythma and cadence-rhythma nothing
has been said about the means taken to avoid the monotony of the rhythmic impression, since the limits of
this article would not permit, and since alterations and

and marches add regular period to period, constructing
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THE. ETUDE:
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taves"! contains more points in regard to touch and
tone-coloring, almost, than it does in regard to octave

THE BUGBEAR OF METHOD,

playing, if only he can find and apply them;and that

BY DR.:BENRY G. HANORETT.

~

when the goal—a musical interpret

ation of some béauti. A quastion comes to me ‘from a teacher in California ful work—is clearly before
who desires to know if Kullak’s Method for the piano is to that goal will be taken the pupil the technical steps
with far greater alacrity and
out of date, and especially if Kullak’s Method of Octaves

benefit than when these steps are presented as mere
portions of a ‘‘method.” Great teachers may write

is still the standard ; and in general what are the differences between some of the older and the more modern.

iin but they dé not use thom, at least not as their \_
Uipils after them will. The pupil kndws how Adwas

methods. These questions indicate a belief in, and adherence to mere method which, I fear, are very prevalent among the music teachers of the country and which
indicate a lack both of clear thinking and of independ-

‘treated and very likely treats hie pupils in tarn along

ence that are not encouraging, or would not be were it

not for the element of hopefulness given to the situation
by the numerous questions that constantly crop outin

such a publication as the Erups.

Intelligent questions

are the infallible sign of mental activity, which is the

precursor of independent thinking.
' |
The concert grand pianoforte of to-day is the climax

of a Jong series of instruments of the same general class

+

beginning in the clavicytherium many years ago. As

thensame lines, but the great teacher whom ‘he pupil
tries to imitate, has a different plan for each individual
who applies to him, and for each year in the progress
of his own work.
The differences between methods are the differences
between teachers, and these aré‘hard to generalize

about because there are so inany ways of getting at the

goal. But the difference between the modern and the
older conception of what the student of the piano should
be made to learn can be easier told. The modern
teacher thinks more of the end aiid lesa of the means,

Pan

the-instrament has improved, new effects have suggested

He agrees with hie progressiv

of expression

thanitisto teach Latin‘for the sake of mental discipling§- To compare Joseffy with any of the present piano
and as “ preparation ” for German or some other lan- virtnosos, would do hint injustice; he is phenomenal,
guoge afterward, when the pupil is pretty eure to find and while his brilliant talent in former years showed a
hilNime too much occupted to allow of his undertaking marvelous force and impetuosity; he now captivates “by

ary of the
themselves and new possibilities have opened before the “grammar school that it is bettere tocontempor
teach German and sense of the word, a master whose name i famous, aiid
performers, and as the Slayers have advanced in tech- let the-pupil
have @ language ready for business or who will compare favorably with the greatest artista in
nical skill new facilities have been added to their means fravel when
.
he has acquired his “ mental discipline,” the world,
by the inventive

skill

of instrament

makers. Each new ppoch-making pianist seems to the
uninitiated to be gifted with almost superhuman powers,

but after he has “4ehown how the thing can be done’’
others quickly find’ that they too can accomplish what

at frat aeemed impossible in.the way of execution.
Eyery teacher of the instrament tries to show his pupils

howall that he knows of the art of piano playing can be

acquired, and if he gets a new idea or learns a new ac-

complishment the chances dre ten to one that he will
simply add it to all that he knew, or did, or taught before, not distinguishing the items in his course that are

duplicated by, this plan. In this way, after a few years

of progréss, ‘methods’? bedome loaded with an ever
increasing amount of rubbish or useless material whith
ig apttobe retained
by the younger teachers out of re-

his delicacy and expression. * The aforetiie rough
diamond has been carefully cut and polished, and now
it is pretty small business to make a pupil spend hours displays such wonderful fire and brilliancy aa to.glicit
in the aggregate, in holding down four keys while work- the unqualified admiration of both laymen and critica.
Joseffy was born in Miskolez, Hungary, in 1852. His
ing the ring finger up sind dawn, up and down, whet*n0
the study without some sacrifice that might-have been

avoided. .The modern piano-teacher has co: noluded that

first teacher .was the renowned Moascheles, in Leipzig
,
who was succeeded by the equally successful Tausig.

composer has thought it-worth his while to write a decent piece of musio in which such a manenver is of the
slightest use.’ The modern teacher ig setting further

What talent can acquire with years of ardent study,

arpeggios; he is even questioning whether all the so-

through Holland and Germany.

and further away from the five-finget exercise; he is genius will accomplish with rapidity.
thinking leas and less of the etérnal grind on scales and became celebrated after having made

Joseffy’s name

but one tip

On the oocasion of his ea ees
called standard
are necessary; but he is giving appearance in ‘Vienna, a well-known critic eaid: “At
spect for the opinions of their masters from whom they hia pupil just as éthdes
good a command of the keyboard as did his first concert Joseffy proved himself a great/pianiat,
learned it. Presently some pedagogic genius will arise
destined to inherit the fame of Rubinstein. Abide froth
any of the dry pedants of the past.

who, by cutting off a'lot of waste material and combin-

ing many-exercises into few, will clear the road some-

Who now-a-~

days would dare suggest the necessity-of such a ferrible

~ ordeal for even the highest fights of virtnosity? Yet

piano: playing is to-dayamore difficult and exacting art
than ever before in the world’s history. We have simply learned to avoid a lot of time-wasting drudgery,
Now the systematic and orderly arrangement
of the

various exercises and studies necessary to the
accom-

plichment of all there is of‘piano-playing, constitutes
method. But thero isand can be no cast-iron methoda
Brig whidb-everybody must go to reach the goal of
virttfosity. Certain teachers have published seta 6f
exercises for the accomplishment of portions of the
work,
but I riak little in saying that none of them
follow thej

_—

own methods exactly in the case of any pupil, The®
teacher's business is to know in what good piano-playing

consists, what are the steps to its attainment
and the
defectarof each pupil at his present stage of
advance-

ment, and then to select for egch pupil the items
The best t€acher is Hie who can distinguish best the next
step in advance for each pupil as he presenta himself,

neces:
Rees. -fae7, and next in order, in the
course toward the goal,

ge

can analyze the workto be done into the smallest
, most

distinct and orderly elements, and select the
most direct

and economical

means of acqui ‘ing those elements,

Such a teacher will be apt to avoid most of the printed
methods for his pupils although he may find much
food

in them for himeelf, but he will study the
motions to be

Ve

made, the rhythms and forces and velocities
with which
they must be made, and he will combine these
as hia

papil requires till the work is done.

And such a teacher

will be apt to find that age does not Hurt god materia
l
or novelty ineure merit. He will be apt to discoye? that
Bach is the best author yet known for use in the cultiva-

tion of finger technic; that Kullak’s ‘ Method for Oc-

~

TO PUPILS.
<<

weed to hear of ¢ight and ten hours a day of practice a:

the’ price of excellence in piano playing,

his fabulously brilliant technique, he plays with rare ex-

x

what and allow room and time for further advance, We

Mavy call themselves music pupils who ‘fail to appre-

pression, and evinces an extraordinary voreatility of
ne
conception.
With equal force he produces the peculiar —
effects of the classic Bach, the tender Chopin, the sentimental Méndelssohn

Jiadthe impetuous Liszt.’’.

‘* What but few pianists could rigk bitherto—to give
“ciate what pupile’ daties are.
-Here are some: of them :—
a
complete concert by themselves—Josefly has acoomppolite to your teacher and alwa
show
ys
him’ proper lished,
and showers of applause he drew forth from hie’
respect.
F
‘
sete
large audiences. How many pinists are there who
Be obedient, patient, and cheerful,
would undertake to fill the programme of a whole evenAlways tell the+truth about your lessons?
ing with their own playing? and yet, the audience, far
Speak kindly of your teacher.
:
Ask no questions in the lesson which have no refer- froui being fatigued, were held spellbound; and with
each fresh number were duly olectrified by the grand
ence to music,
.
.
Cultivate kind féelings toward all your fellow students. achievements of the artist. The softness and elasticity,
the whispering, the elegancé and sparkling of Josefy's
Indulge neitlier in jealousy nor rivalry,
foratures‘and rans cannot be described. Such brilliant
Always be profgptly on time for your lesson.
delicacy, auch elegant faency, such tender shading, bas
Always study your lessons as well as you can.
Play nothing bat the lesson assigned you until you not been heard: since the time of Tausig and Liszt.»
Sach wasthe unanimous opinion of the Vienna critics
have mastered it.
:
:
Neglect not your five-finger exercises and scales. ‘regarding this Piano Hero. *

Since

Play them first and play them daily,
Keep your music in good order.

the great artist has been in this country, he has

“greatly enlarged his already extensive répertoire, addidg

“the:past sedson several great Concertos, among which
“6
Wash your hands before you take'a lesson,
Pay strict. attention to what the teacher says, and may be named.tha A minor Concerto. by-Robert Schu-~
mann; Liszt's 2d Concerto

when practicing follow his instructions.

£5

Remémber the teacher benefits-you; be grateflil for
what he does.)
i

(too rarely heard) ;
Adolphe Henselt’s tremendously difficult Piano
certo; Beethoven’s in G@ major; Ssiit-Sain's 2d

- Leave when the lesson is over; do not Joiter in. the “corto and Rubinatein’s in G major and D minor, besides ”
a large number of
suialler pieces, ‘This will be Joseffy’s
‘
legt season in America > he will visit San Francisco, St, ,
*
—

teacher’s room.

BAPAEL JOSEFFY,

Wauew a fow years ago, a boy made his appearance in
ics felt, that withdut makings decided success then, that”

Louis, Chicago, New Orleans, Louisville, Cincinnati,

Detroit Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Pittsburg and most

of the larger Eastern cities,

the Vienna Concert Halls, the publi¢aswell as
the crit:

—The enjoyment of a work of art, is by no means a
boy would yet be great. His technical ability was at passive
state ;@ correct understanding, and with it the
once acknowledged as well. as the energy with which he highest enjoyment,
consist in our recreating
foronrselves,
used his instrumghityyet he lacked sympathy. But now a0
it were, that which is offered ua by the Composer.—
Rafael Josetigf a master, and that too in the truest

Ambrose,

+.

“THE
PERSONAL MAGNETISM OF RUBINSTEIN;

ETUDE.

those catchy, trivial, sentimental and yet ‘veryclever
songs and piano pieces which have a short run and’bé-

it is neadfal togothrough all that makes a pianist, Ii
fact it still remains, and will to the end of time, the *
Tax grest personal magnetism and power to hold the °°m® tempotarily the “‘rage,’" oftentimes’ from some testof pianism, thatonejsable tomove thefingers with
sttention of an audience which Rubinstein possessed. ‘trinsic merit, and dlways because they hitMickily, a the lightness of the humming-bird’s wings anil with tho |*

was well illustrated during’ performance he gave some haracteristic mood of the average human being.
aime speed. NO one thing is supremely necessary in _
years ago in Leipsic, While'playing a Chopin sonata
Playing the piano. To secure velocity there should be
:
twice inproducing
euceéasion #struck
first a due degree of slow, solid practice, with minute
octaves
at theHeendwea"of 8%
, 7° aestions.
Bs M.—YourI will
letterendeavor
contains not
ahe phrase,
one but threo
most false
ateango
offectto dispatch
them or
in attention to details, Then there should be a eudden

surrounded

men eteeped in music. Such ri be a bake aa TeysiMls Concineras silt transition to taking the whole passage as one co-ordinated
slip from anyat theonotimela bywould
idea. It is ‘usually better to make s stealthy-advance
have provoked glances Permit. Fit thn,atothoppogyatyour
ur;
escher toward
and coughs aud fidgetings innumerable from his critical “** Probably
this state of velocity by increasing

the rate one *
nine times in ten when he required
audience, As it was, not a head turned, uot an eye YU {0 play itright
strongly upon the beat and immediately notch at a time slong the metronome; but sometimes
looked away from the great man; and the audience, “##ist
there
is
an
advantage
in
making
a
sudden
the.
dash at it as=
bass ote, and yetthere Sire many instances
apell-boand> heard himBet
if clearingofive-barred gate. This latter mode ia ‘best °°
to the close hisnda then anburst
into., {2
"bleh your where this
thand
Sueph
an aha oe
dé
tinctly divined musical
mal es & barbarous
and bung- if o pupil’s difficulty
underous
spplause.
the éffect of

showed

most striking manner,

Before such

audience thiaa
the “magnetiem an’
of the man in

LETTERS TO PUPILS.
BY JOHN 8, VAN OLETE.

ling sort of rhythm.

arises from over-caution and gnaw-

The root.of
thetrouble lies

Tathis ; ing self-criticism,
°
a
the appoggiatira and the grace note are really separate
thinge, In the eighteenth century it wae a silly rale Madisonville,a Pio,
that a sharp dissonance, such as @ major seventh, should
not be'written apon the down beat, This is a specimen
MEN VS. WOMEN ‘TEACHERS.
of the “'tweedle-dpm
jedeo” with which human
society has been plagued fromthe beginning, that is, a
thing often is one thing and is caled-another. Now if Tae complaint that there dre toomany deficient music
8 sharp dissonance is required on an
beat w] , teachers isa just one. There are, however, those who

To W. M.—The pedalshould, in my opinion, betanght i the

charge all professional ills and shortcomings to [ady

uame of reason wasn’t
so, aa you will
teachers, intimating at the same time that woman
even to beplinard If you, contrary tothe advice of 8 and Fecho ‘ why ?""-Musicalit written
printipg is full of all ismusic
not qualified

%

your teacher, persisted in using it without
how, .#0rt8 of barbarous’ inconsistencies and the most needed
you were guilty of an artistic sin for whichknowing
you
are
now Teformationin musicaa complete change,by the weed.
paying the penalty,

No one can use the pedal correctly
without instruction. One would think thot the musical
ear of any sensitive person ought to,warn them away
from those miserable blurs which are so common in the
lower grades of piano playing; but the fact ia that the
ear does not seem to be a sufficient guide. Just as
nature
undoabtetlly meant’ the bppetite to suggest what
we shonld
éat, and when and how much, but ax we

know that ninety-nine people in a handred do not eat
correctly, go is it in this matter of the musical ear and
the deft action of the assisting foot in pisno playing.
The rules for the pedal can be made-either very general
or extremely complex (the former will meet all ordinsry exigencies of moderately complex music, bat the
latfer-are necessaryinthe delivery of the highest works)
and
some idea of them ought to imparted to every
beginner, My own opinion is thatbe
gl the different eletents such as pitch, rhythm, accents, phrasing, tempo,

8 out of just. such absurdities which confuse the mind
°f the pupil, obscure the ideas of the composer and

who are justas little qualified to inatract, not because

Chord in,Bfat. Now overthis there
arethree appoggia‘7 eighth notes printed, namely A above the G, F
>0¥e the E.flat and D above the C, Thus thd measure
Jocks like three gmall eighths and three large quarters.
Of course you srepuzzled. Is really sounds exactly
like six ordinary eighths. How absurd it is to print
things in this way. This is what is called, however,a
100g
grace note. As art develops becomes more
florid antl then driginates ornaments it that
have
more

20tes in them,

nition of what may be always included under the term

J *‘classical"’ music,

Anything which is a model after

an excellent

thos’

forme of music which are based upon the sonata
What that is would take an essay to explain.

x

understood to mean the three great Viennese composers,

dase in point.

You are perfectly right, the

on the third note, that is two notes before the beat, but

much better had Beethoven

simply printed them

Without commenting expressly on the exam:

be taken slowly and have a recognized rhythmical value,
but .it would have been much better if Beethoven had
written each tone with the exact value which it required.

the October Brvpx,-F-will say in general that your crit

of flies.

The term, as-ovdinarily used,however, means

Taken in general,
Iconsider nearly'all the forms of expressing embellishments as’ absurdities.
‘You ssk how you can teach your papils howto play rans
end cadenzas brilliantly and smoothly, and if slow, think-

ing praotice is all that is necessary. I should’ say that
that is ‘by no. meang all that ia necessary, In order ‘to

play a cadenza.with lightness, fluency, and refinement,

~

of good teachers and

through Jeotares and good concerts.

Musical journals

eal inatruction, on the characteristics of teachers and*

ements of their work,
icher should possess knowledge and skill, but

It would have been

each epoch that which has become conventichal and noting down én arpeggio chord in which each tone ia to

For instance, the

The two remedies at our command

shonid aim to edacate the masses on the subject of musi”

notes in this manner, and the mordanted notes form in.

“has come to be regarded ag the highest possible. Yet
what is innovation in one generation is the claseical:of
the next, As to popular music, the term has no real

of various degrees of intelligence.

have bega recommended, such as teacherg\protective ~

as to who is a good teacher and who is not. The first
object. may be reached through the press, throngh normal schools and teachers’ associations.
The second
object can only be reached by the’ sid of the press,

, The mordent should usually be played with the accent

cisms are correct,
:
;
:
In the slow movement of Beethoven Op. 109, there are
several passages where Bulow requires the grace notes
to be played just like an arpeggio chord before the first
tone,and this.is perfectly correct, for it ia only a way of

popular in that it is admired by a vast number of persona

to the profession by this conditionof thinga cannot be
denied, not even by ladies themselves. Many remedies

good teaching, so thst the people themselves may judge

notes before the bass with a strong accent. on the third
tone.
>
‘

the second, Mozart, finished and rounded the form,
while Beethoven stretched and even broke its form by
the plethora of meaning which he crowded into it, Any
new school in art is called radical or an innovation,
and thereby in opposition.to the classical, which is in

music of Wagner is more strictly popular musio than
the flash songs which infest every season like a swarm

the profession who are not in the least qualified to give

rational instraction. ‘Thatagreat deal of injury txdéhe

masses as to the qualifications

rhyjhm is utferly ruined unless you play the first two

triplets.

~

they themselves have learned, hence very many enter

rise to s higher level, and the second ia to educate the *

i

ple which you cite from. Liszt’and:the piece of musica

meaning at all, because some of the very finest and
" most intrinsically beautiful classical musig.is extremely

Again, too sen,

arising therefrom.

Hayda, Mozart, and Beethoven, the first of whom cre-

ated the sonata, completing
itsemergence from the suite,

aid them mentally and financially.

ladies regard teaching as mere telling or showing what

are, first, to educate the teacher and to induce him to

I effect a series of rapid triplets.

will say in brief, however, that the classical masters are

Women took upon

teaching but too often as a temporary work, designed to

plans have as yét been adopted, for the simple redson
that no tlfnfg man has any faith in any good results.

its kind, as we read in the creation of the plants in sometimes thiste impossible. There is a
famous pasGenesis, may be called classical, and yet/the term usu- - sage in the first movement of Beethoven’a opus 13, the
ally,bas @ more restricted sense, more particularly in Sonata Pathetique, where it is impossible
to play the

idea,

to the work of musical instruction,

nnions, classification of teachers, ete., but dno of these ”

To H. De W. 8.—You ask me to define the difference gle out an; distingni:
between classical and popular music, and you open Bear
ifth\measure of

The word ‘‘ classic ” itself means suitable for classes,

music; net because they are ladies, but simply because
they are not prepfrtd to teach. There aro many men

Plague us teachers

“which is an adjunct both to tone-quality and to phrasing, *0me tone la
if
center ; this

that is, designed for schools, because a model of its
kind. This may perhaps serve as a good working defi

to teach music. Dophtless -there are
ladies who had better handle a needle than-teach_

ont of our wits. A fine example of
they are men, but becanse they {ack the necessary quali‘hi old-time foolishness is found in the duet sonata for fications
of a good music teacher. Very few ladies exPiano and violin by Mozart, called the Strinasacchi pect to make
their calling for life, Bence they
mat. There isa melody’in which the violin notes are fail to take thatteaching
interest in the welfare of thé profession
Printed,
G
first
apace
above,
IE
flat
fourth
space,
O
third
which
men
do,
who
82 each # quarter, whichconstitates the supertonie®
expect always to devote themselves

and the like, should each be carefully studied'in any new Oftentimes thes
lesson, one at a time, and finally the use of the pedal, 8ainst the basi

profound subject.

many

i

F which neither singing nor playing can sup-

{4 caching is an art, science;the tescher mast

‘scientist and an artist, two no common ‘requite-

“mepts.’ Only of those that are well educated, practical
ca

ee

we expect a proper

appreciatign

of a

work and-a true devotion to the profession.

Onlyhewho advances, he who is ambitious to rise in

his profession, will be a living member of a profession,

while he who ia sluggish, mechanical, and selfish cannot
reasonably be expected to do anything toward the advancement of others. Instead of being ag aid to, he is ©
a dead weight upon the progrees of the profession. Let

teachers strive to progress.

Let ladies specially do all

- in their power to advance themselves by reading good ”

books and musical journals and studying carefully the
best

methods of ‘instructicn.—Brainard's

World.
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Bat time has sifted it, and ing preasire but the tone terniie,
tes instanfly after being
‘own that life is too short to give so large a fraction
of produced, -Thi
‘the finger’s view of it; but not the
it to Clementi. Henoe we have the selections

SY W, 5, B. MATHEWS,

of the

“Warr studies would you recommen
s pupil who
hae finished Bach’s Inventions in two dandfor three
Also what pieces would be suitable for the same ?parts?
How do you recommend the
of ’Clementi’s
Gradus ad Parnassum? Is it well stndy
to give-in the fourth
and fifthpradjes the easiest exercises or give them entitely as finishing studies?”
Gracia,

musiéal view of

A tone which has absdlutely

no,,.,
Tausig copy, in which the-order is changed and thé maintaining
quality is aot’a tone within the view of thé
total number of exercises greatly reduced. These;howesr.
Hence
almost
or
quite-all
staccato tones must
ever, are very difficult, and
do not believe that they

will be profitably given below the eighth orninth
grades.

have given them a-resonance prolonging them a little,

the staccato standa finally more as a sort
indi
The latter preferably. Moreover, Ihavelnever yet been and
vidualization, and lightening effect, than as of
a mere
able to” find a student able so-practice these studies
of shortening and detaching. Hence in many staccato
the Gradus systematically“and to finefinish’
passages thore te enough use of ped
toal
relieve the tone
losing heart, After a half dozen the studentwithout
¢_
wants of the dryness which it has whon it ismade
as short as
something else. Hence, I believe in beginning upon the
Sugar
will
make
it
if
it
ie
not
retained upon the
The questions are so imperfect in form that I cannot them in perhaps the ninth grade, and I would
prefer to finger-key at all. But to prolonthe
g
even pretend to answer them properly. To begin with use about four studies in that»
tone a very trifle
grade, then about four by uintaining the
upon the key neatly always
>, the Bach inventions:—I usually give the ‘rst, fourth, in the tenth, and leave
another half dozen for post- gives rise to a heavy finger
and
lifeless
eighth, eleventh and fourteenth in the fourth grade, and graduat# work. This is
quality of tone. There
my idea of Clementi. They are is-great difference between a tone
no others at all. .I have these four worked thoroughly, not finishing stadies in
by a sweeping
meaning of the term, finger, and a very trifle of Pedal, andmade
memorized and played well, and this takes quite a good They do not finish style,thebutfaceenlarge
toné in’ which
the technic and the finger first falla dead ppon the key9 and
* deal of time; but it secures the object for which I use add to it
after,being
facility in a classical direction, This is their kept there for an instant
ig taken off. The former is
Bach, namely, for the merftal habit of following thematic office, in which I doubt
whether they are surpassdd, vivi
lastio;the latter dead and heavy.
snd contrapuntal minsical thought, and for the finger Later, in post-graduate work,
:
the Clementi studies inTh portamento"2touch is indicated by short lines
ability to play it in its proper spirit. Of course more tercalate with those of Bach and-Chop
may be used advantageously, but then we are trying to Schamann and Liszt, Ita student in and pieces by over the notes or lines and dots, or dots under a slur.
do many things, and the object the pupil has in view is those great representative direction works diligently in It is intended to represent an individualization of tones,
s, carrying each one without depriving them of sustaining quality.
to play brilliantly and with deep feeling, Now this to # good finish, he cannot
If one
_ Music of Back is not in-the modern spirit, and many of in every direction, providedfailtheof making improvement ‘ were to play several notes of a scale slowly with the
musical spirit governs same Ginger, making the breaks as slight as
the inveptioxs
possible,
have very little interest, and generally and controls his work. This
is the idea. Henco, to the result, if well done, would be thie effect.
“when they are
played successfully they degenerate into come back to the question, I think that a
Now
teacher using a finger staccato isa touch made by
exercises mei
and the object of Bach study is not the Standard Grades,
nting them accord- of the finger toward the palm of thedrawing the point
accomplished but merely a certain (and really valuable) ing to the special needsand ofsuppleme
hand,
the finthe pupil (if ay) will get
not lingering at all-upon the keys—and thie it will
kind of finger facility,
slong better and sccomplish more than if going through ger
be seen is not the portamento, Probably Dr. Mason .
= «The three-part Inventions stand upon a still ybigher entire
sets of any one author, least of all, of authors would draw the point
of the finger inwardalittle, even
plone, as regards difficulty, aid I doubt whether any who already
are more than half euperannuated through in the
to, and improve ‘the quelity thereby.
fifth grade student could work out any single’ one ‘of the transitio
n of style. My judgment is that you have Bat if 80portamen
would not go to the extent ct depriving the
them to my satisfaction in lesa than about a month's Probably overdo
neinboth directions; Imay be wrong: tone of itsiteustainin
time—certainly not in less than t¥o weeks, By this I you can determin
g quality, A portamen
of
g
the
question
by
consider
ing bow the tones is a legato series in’ which the tonesto!are series
mean that when the first difficulties of dingering and fol- student plays
modern
works,
what
is
the state of hig” separated and at the same-timo individualized. slightly
lowing the voices have been overvome, wo have the far musical interest (is
I beit vivid?) and his courage,' If these lieve the quality of individualization
more serious matter of imparting melodic quality to
is more.imporlant
the * are‘all in workibg grade, I'am probably wrong, and you
in
this
tone-for
m
playing, in suchgens that every little phrase has its own
than
the
quality
of
sopanitio
n. Ore
are more nearlyright ;but the place you mention, fourth’ may have
a whole row of individuals whose elbows
swell and diminuendo, and
the middle voice quite as grade, is wide of the mark. A student able
to play

much as the outer ones, in

ite of its changing so often

ce

these studies is able to take such pieces as the followin
g

touch but who are nevertheless individuals,

It is not a

of space between, butofsoul life within.
list, and to play any one or all of them well from mem- question
At best all directions tjpon points of this character
ory, ifyon ask it:—Hindel, “ Harmonious Blacksmith ;'” have
to be taken with bit of salt.
- Of these things upon a programme, would get over the Schubert, ‘Fair
Roeamonde Variations,’ opus 142, - The brace below the a notes
preparation ofit under some hours’ practice spread
indicates the duration of
over No’ 2; Schumann, “Spring Song,’!"' Slumber Song,” the
pedaling,
atleast a mouth. The merely musical is difficalt here,- “Forest Scenes,”
expression ‘coll8 ,
paicaten =
‘Novellettes,” ‘ Kreisleriana,"’ “ with cotayes”The
the technical takes a great deal of work, and to add to ete.;Chopin,
above
if
above the notes, ordbelow if-..g
Impromptu in A flat, studies: opua'10, -written
below
these the deeper qasliti
the
notes.
The former applies in treble; *
appealing touch and melo- Nos. 8, 12, and 6, Fantasie
Impromptu, opus 6, Noo. the latter iPbass,
dio feeling takes much study
ane:
and time, Hence when a turnes in
ij
teacher tells me that a pupil has done so moch within 87, etc.; G minor, opus 87, perhapayin
4
Liszt, the |‘ Gondeliera,”’
:
apparently: the low grade of progres 8 implied by the Schubert-Liezt
Songs, etc. In short these studies go
.
question, Iam not merely skeptical, but positive
MAOHINE PUPILS.
ly infi- with pioces of a high range, each one to be treated first
del. I do not believe that it is possible for a studant
~
oF
:
to
8
a
study
and then worked as atone:-poem. —
do the whole of these things in the spirit I mention, exWun will arbremusic teachers respect the individu.
=
Ga
ees
ality of their pupile? This is a question ‘easier asked
‘cept as eaay diversions of the tenth grade—and they
Adare seesized ‘i firet copy of the Erapz and am isn angwered, The
would not be so very easy even there,
mejority of amateurs study music

from one hand to andther.. I doubt whether a good
artist who happened to conceive the idea of putting one

T may be met by the suggestion that when a pupil is Please explain thedifferencs between the portamento 8 80 accomplishment and for the pleasure
it gives;
they have no desire to rival professional musician

taken out of the swim of the world-str eam (as Schopen- totich and the finger stacvato?
2, The bracket
ged in the bass part of the first piece
hauer would say) and held isolated before Bach}r
egard- in the Novewber Etupr?
leas of passing centuries, his inner Nght might be
‘8
jow
ths
ofl
of
above
opened or below the none? '* col. 8...’ when placed
J.McO,
toward Bach even within the elementary limitati
ons to
*
which Bach supposed himéelf

s, and

sometimes their ambition does not extend beyénd acquir-

ing the skill to play simple tunes. Bat through thelawa
eatr
a the-same ;
of i28what theory aroSES
they all préssed
in
mould ?
@ number‘o

f students now stadying musicis very great
conforming.
The so-called *' portamento”! touch is in one sense.
this case Ldoubt, for I do not believe that trueButandevendeepin
ge majority are turtied ‘out machine players ;
staccato,
but
not
in ite primary sense. A touch consiats theyare c ists and not interprétors; they play as their
feeling will come into the playing of aatudent nowadays
of two elements, an “attack”? and.a “ pressure for teac! ers play;
except through music of modern life,
they can count, time bat they cannot
which representa ie maintaining.’ A legato‘tone takes.an attack, and
“the heart throbs of the présent time. It is only.later,
the an
9; they can playavhatpi seriften, ag @ curiosity
Preseare
continues
until
itis
transferred to thd following hunter can copy a hietoglypi; Shey give the form withWhen matority has advanced; that the student will bo
finger-key.

In a legato phrase, performed
the out the meaning...”
able to infuse into older compositions
>
of the. fingers, the hand rides upon the melody fingers with
from the . Téa musical education is valuable it ia valuable so far
modern intensity to make them agreeableenough
and
imprestime
it
is
placed
upon
tho
first
tone
of
the phrase until “as it develops the esthetic taste of the student, places
sive.
the end, when with the last tone it is released, either in his hands
The question regarding the Gradus
the tools and the knowledge of toole which
stands upon simi- momentarily ox after maintaining the tone to ils Proper
lar footing. - Clementi wasa great virtuoso,’ He had all duration:
will allow him to explore and tounderstand for himself.
A
legato
can
be
performed
by
carrying
the technic that is seeded. for Beethoven, so far-as the
the Note playigg and note knowledge do not belong to even
tone with foot, by means of the pedal, as often happens; the
letter of Beetho
rudiments
ven goes,

There iss deeper technic in| but thésense of sustaining
is indispenspbtey ‘ityinthia
pe Beetho

Beethoven, a modern cd.

ven was instance it is sustained by the foot.

in advance and was the foreruni
of later writers. For
this the proper touch and spirit is best
learned from
Schomann and Chopin, both of whom
took vdepartures

from pointe of the many-sided genius of Beethoven.
The Clementi Gradus was originelly-intendéd to contain
all that s good pianist ought to know,

but also style and cantabile playing.

the pedal” as one would use a cane or an umbrella, is

misleading.

The pedal lies in the very center of the

playing idea, and cannot be divorced from it, but must

.of magical education, they deserve no
botter title than foolidh superfuities, Unfortunately a

large amount of conservatory teaching se-of

thia naglees

nature; the individuality of the atadent is neglected, the

same things are tanght to a number of pupits.and they

are taught in the same way. Each pupil will play
a
come into it even in the early uses of the Piano, and be , Beothoven
sonat
all
as
other students play it; theinten-.

employed legitimately in the very first pieces.

not alone technio, however,‘isa digression,
Hence the vast

spealbf “using

i

es

This,

Now a staccato touch is one which has no maintain-

tion, expressed or implied, isto efface the personal

equation, and yet it is this personal equation which ia the

sign and the teat of the highest art.

Pe rat
ws

.
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the average’ pupil to play reasonably well in time. I pleasure in-his pupil will be at ita height, and his pre:

TEAOHING AND TEAOHERS.

think these difficulties may be lessened toa great extent

vious Jabors will have found their reward,

if a proper view of the relation of noté-values is ingul-

BY FRANELIN TAYLOR,
As one who has been almost exclusively engaged in
pianoforte teaching for more than thirty years, and who
has thought much upon the subject, I may, perhaps, be

allowed to write down some of my opinions as to what
teaching and teachers ought to be. The first requisites
for the piano are touch and technic. Music, addressed
‘a8 it is to the sense of hearing, may fitly be compared to

EDITORIAL NOTES.

semiquavers four times as quickly, he will, unless he

haa 4 naturally good air for rhythm, be very likelyto

A enw of lessons from a good teacher will not do’ apupilasmuch good as attending a fide concert where

miss the proportion dnd play the shorter values too
or not fast‘ enough. Bat it he ia made foobserve

thet in e group of varying note-lengihs certain notes

first-class atista can be heard. However, only at certain points of attainment and with certain pupils is this

plays these

who are discquraged
but fairly well advanced, thoso

fall at regular intervals, that is.to say, at the beats or
half-beste which he is accustomed to-count, and if he

4 language, and in learning any language one of the first

essentials ig pronunciation. One may be fally impressed
with the beauties of a fine passage of pogtry or prose,

trae, Those pupils who hear little fine music, those

notes, and these only, at first, until the

who are ambitious, those pupils who have no true idea

rhythm is impressed upon his

ear, he will have little
difficulty in afterward filling in the intermediate ‘spaces of whut real musical art is like, and the pupils who have
with tho notes belonging to them. Time isto the ear too great an opinion of their own attainmenta are the
Ones to attend as many good concerts as they can, All
what space is to

bat if one is unable to pronounce properly the language
in which it is written it will be impossible to speak the

passage #0 as to affect the hearer agreeably. Technic
is the pronunciation of music, and the same conditions
govern.the delivery of both a musical and a literary

cated, If the pupil is merely taught thatsemiquavera
are to be played twice as quickly as quavers, and domjg—

the eye, and the task of playing a vari-

pupils who. attend good concerts will get inspiration and

ety of note-lengths within a given time and with dne
Proportion, is analogous to that of marking ont a given

composition, Again, music is a language which cannot
be used for purposes of ordinary conversation, but,

refinément of taste, and, better yet, an artistic ideal, a

space into divisions of varying length, which would be pattern by which to measure théir own work.

best accomplished by first dividing the whole space into

any

.

@ convenient number of equal portions, after which the
filling in of the required sabdivisions would betar easier > Concert artists always have a first-class instrument
ora fine voice, certainly far better than the average perpositions, and, therefore, tone-production, and what, than would be the case if the eye had to take
in the former or persons classed as
‘home talent” possess.
may be called the elocution of music, will be. neces- whole undivided space, and jadge the proportions
of the There are many communities that
have heen flooded with
sity. A pianist with-a#good touch but deficient tech- smaller divisions unassisted,
second,
if
not
fifth-rate
instruments. And an instrument
nic resembles 6speaker who has an agreeable voice, but
Another important point, properlyabranch of techthat
is
in-good
tune is more raro than those that are of
who is not sufficiently practiced in his language (by nic, is the art of correct part playing in fugues, etc,
good tone quality, therefore

served almost entirely for the delivery of written com-

which for the ‘purposes of our comparison a foreign
language must be understood—we have no ‘‘ mother
tongue” in music) to avoi& hesitation add mispronun-

who speaks fluently but with a harsh xoice, or indistinctly or nearly inaudibly. Perhaps the pianist is even
more dependent on touch than the orator is on yoiceproduction, butIhardly know if thiais.so, Surely not

the least part of the charm of Sarah Bernhardt’s presénce

lies in the beautiful and musical quality of her voice.
A good teacher, then, will first direct his attention to

the pronunciation of the musical lénguage, the technic, but Willby no means neglect the other and equally
important matter, the production of good tone; the two

mast be developed together.

I have frequently met

with pupila whose previous training has been too exclu-

sively directed to the advancement of/féchnic, and I
have found it far more difficult to improve the touch and
tone than to increase the executive powers of others,

whose.touch is better than their technio,

every note can be sustained for its full value without

advance in his art in securing a fine pianist, vocalist, or”
violinist, thas showing that his own ideas and position
regarding musical education are correct. Unfortunately,

nence or subordination of the various parte, can aléo

always difficnlt,.the way

of such

works

Words,

interested persons who are in more or leas of a" foasil’®

must be prepared by the atudy

as oadelssoba's

“Songs

state will oppose and work against the young and progressive teacher, but a concert by acknowledged artista
will help secare him in his more advanged position:

Witbout

ich form @ most valuable series of studies

in thigtro

The successful teacher, then, must have at his com-

mand all'the means indicated above, and many others,

with which to help the pupil through hie numerous

~aPau practice that a pupil basinplaying for listeners’
ata pupils’ musicale is valuable, but teachers often over-

"OF course, no imperfectly educated musician can be
@ good teacher, but Pim sure that it is possible. for one

attention and with » feeling of mulation, They hear
and take to themselves the best that is done by each ~
performeg,
andfrom itll they get a measurable uplifting

difficulties, but, apart from all this, there is the personal
elementto be considered.

Possessing all the requisite knowled,

th

look the facts that pupils hear one another with ¢ritical

of tasteand standard. They do not like tobe the poorest
performer, and, on the other hand, they do like to please

i

thinking, essential to success. “Th

their audience, and for the first time in their experience
the worth and value of carefal practice on details, and

but one important, because frequently neglected, point

to be that he should love hiawork, thathi

tioned.

ies of his pupils, and His chief reward in noting their .

in technical training may perhaps be especially menThis is the education of the left hand.

Many.

players having a fair general technic are still very

weak in the left hand, with the consequence that the

music ig insuficiently supported by the bass, the effect

of the modulations is weakened, and the left-hand pas-

sages are imperfectly rendered,

:

~ The cause of this is that the left hand suffers under

certain disadvantages.

For one thing, pianoforte music

generally contains much more work -for the right hand
than for the left, and

the

right

naturally gets the

the necessity of learning a piece till there is no fecling

should lie in studying the various abilities

successes.’ When I hear a teacher rgiling at the hard
fate which condemns him to-give lessons, and declaring
that he would never give another if he were not compelled, I know that be cannot be a really good

teacher,

of hesitancy in any ofits passages, will appear to them
with force at such a recital. They there learn tg aee

many

things that have been taught them from the

teacher's standpoint, and ever afterward they are better
pupils, practicing and working on a higher plane and

3 for a purpose.

=

That the teacher must be patient goes without saying ;
he must have a good temper, which should remain good

even when severely tried, and, above all, he must’ p

jad and taste much improved by having some

pupils work up standard and classic four-hand
'is gives musical effects that are beyond anyny of his pupils could do with a solo, and,

seas the faculty of putting himself in his pupil'spl
Another cause ie that the left hand is and realizing his diticulties as though they were
far less obedient-to the will than the right, If one sees own, that he may the better help him té“dvercome thi
a glass falling from ‘ table, one naturally pats out the Of course, he must ba sufficiently an executant tobe

most practice,

able to illustrate his inttructions practically, Example
is better than precept,”
brought about a disproportion in the powers of the
With regard to'théBestowal of praise or censure,
two hands, which it must be the tasif of the teacher to mistakés are possibli: id opposite directions. Papi
redress.
‘
vary very much in temperament, and the indiscrimjnt\
The bext requirement
of the pupil (if there can be a and frequent praising of's. talented and forward pupil
next where all the details Which go to form # succeaefil does as much harm aa the withholding of a,fe words
‘result must be continually and assiduously watched by of encouragement from ne who is less apt and more
the teacher) is rhythm, in which are: included time and diffident, “The teacher should not be
Sarcasm
accent. I think this is the weak point with most pupils. is a weapom too’ frequently madé use of by young
Even advanced pupilé make continual mistakes in this teachers, I think, 'as.a sort of mild revenge. for the
respect, tiot only in d.fiiculties euch as combined
worries which the pupils innocently inflict on them ;
rhythms of three or five notea against
but in but it does the pupil no good. - Moreover, teachers
right hand, not the left, to save it, and it is thie daily
and lifelong ‘education of the right hand which has

*

‘4

simpler matters

also, curtailing

the values

of rests,

Also, here

is an opportunity for the ambitious teacher to make an

be best taught. by means of fugues, but, as these are

intentions to provezan unswecesel

rules for the acqnirement of a good technic,

ence does missionary work in many ways.

confusion and with strict observance of legato, before
attempting even the moderate difficulties of, say, Bach's
Taventions. “Balance of toné, that is, the due promi-

This is hardly the place it, which to endeavorto the lack of certain qualifications’ w!

formulate

‘@ concert yaises the standard of the instrument for that
community, A first-class concert before such an andi-

must be spent on the easiest possible exercises until

ciations, while a player possessing a large amount of
technic but » bad touch miay be compared to a speaker

the instrumeheard
nt at such

Here the training must be very gradual and much time

should

always

recollect

that criticism,

sarcastic

or

thermore,"he ean do much to prepare his pupils for,

i

‘ihtelligent appreciation of first-class music by artists °

get an opportunity to hear it, and also an ao-

quaintance

with larger works by the gredt masters as

jjat symphony concerts.

Not the least value in

‘pupils’ musicales,js the elevation of taste and standard
among one’s patrons, among the teacher’s community.

And this ig worth far more than moat teachers stop to

consider, because it tends to induce parents to havetheir
children study music more earnestly and longer, and to
demand a better class of musio as well as of teaching.
—I have taken the trouble to compose singing music
for the piano, for I think music ought totouch the heart.

hurrying when a change of notation occurs from slower” otherwise, is not teaching. When the time comes for Tho piano playor who’merely thrums and drums, with 0 ,
to more rapid notes, and ao on, while every teacher of. little oFn0 actual teaching to be necessary, then %ptelli- regard to feeling, cannot succeed in this,"according to

pevithers will acknowledge the difileulty of teaching

gent criticiam becomes valuable, and then the teacher’

:

i

*

my ideas. —Baox.

¥

:
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OAN EXPRESSION BE OULTIVATED?

ETUDE.

grasp the emotional trend of the music he is learning,26 There.ia,
yo doubt, a strong ‘sensual element if the
musician's enjoyment of musict buthe ifnot content
are quite patent fo his mind.

. that the meaning of the different marke of
expression

:
Ir is with some diffidence.that we approach the. queaEvery effort should be made to enable the pupil to
enjon of whether expression in must
can be tanghy
“ter into the composer’d intentions, and even when this
the executant, for in all the arts the teaching craze is
almost impossible, owing to the dullness of intuition

yielding completely to the influence of music which he

aa the multiplication of talent is concerned. But then
this is only true of those arts, or certain branches of

it in either, The dimile between music and wine
is an old one, and thers is more tryth in it than
some

with this alone: his finely strung nature protdsts againgt

suspects of having @ merely aphemeral hold;on his emo-

tions. He
reigns supreme, and yet we ara not overburdened with and sympathy, more is gained
it, as it were, and enjoys ita flavor,
by the experiment, go far. butis carefultastes
to stop short when.there is danger of im:
talent. We have art achoole which;“as the nurseries of as
cultivation is concerned, than by the correct playing
toxication, for that brings on headache and other andetalent, are singular failures 5,we have large music achools of
shallow fireworks compositions. It is here that the sirable
discomforts, He enjoys music as an art, “as
which have forced the standard of mediocrity as high as
teacher of music finds his greatest difficulty,“ The par:
komothin
g in-itself-grand and H¥ettifal,.not as 9 stimu”
possible without giving us any more geniuses, or, even ents pay him to
teach
their
children
how
tO
and“Wfa
play,
nt
nor
an anodyne. That music can act in both these
men of talent; and in gefleral one is conscious that not
how to feel, and unless, his Ppupila can show some
capacitie
s
hus already:been said, but the sisiciasteldom
education of all kinda is more or less of a failure so far
solid fruit in exchange for the fea (some showy duet with dues

them, which require creative talent,

On the lower plane of interpretation, on the other
hand, much can be done in the way of cultivating power

and flexibility of expression.

But at the same time it

must be admitted that the ordinary-teacher of music,

as thuch sincerityofexpression as the verses of a society

Poet), he will be accounted a failure as a teacher of

music.

Is it to be wondered at, thérefore, that the pro-

fessor should make it his chief aim to cultivate technical

skill when he knows quite well that his employers de-

mand it?

It is a pity this should be so, for, as a factor

recent theorists would have us believe; it does not

cover the whole ground, but it covers part of it
very
well. There is an enjoyment of wine that
is not entirely sensual, for-it calls’ into play the powers
of comparison and judgment. The connoisseur and
the boor.
‘enjoy it in quite different ways; the pleasure
the one
gets from fourth-rate whisky is not that which
the other

in education, music of the shallow, showy kind has not
perhaps owing to an indifference bred of despair, is apt the
slightest value, whereas much might be done by a
to ledve expression severely alone, and to confine his
cultivation of feeling through the means‘of gets from fine
Romanée-Conti.
guidance almost solely to. the perfection of techtlic; judicious
music.— Musical Standard.

The connoisseur de-

lights in thé wine itself, in its favor and
bouguet, the

while the parents'of children are in so many cases such

ill judges of iausical feeling, and, in common with the

boor revels in its effect; and the latter
enjoyment to a

rest of the world, are go inclined to fall down and wor-

MUSIO AW! D

ship digital and vocal dexterity, that a dashing and bril-

liant atyle of playing or singing is conaidered more of an

MUSIO LOVERS.’

certain extent precludes the: possibility of
the former,
Substituting music for wine, we have a good
example
of the relative points of view of the musician
and the
musical layman. The difference between
them lies not

4

accomplishment than artistic and emotional expression.

BY W. F. APTHORP,
#80 much in the class of music they respectively
Of one thing we may be céitain, unless music be taught
enjoy as
from the point of view of cultivation of feeling and its
Many people seem to think that music is music, and
expression, the art is of no account as a factor in civili- thére is an end of it) A musician
may be inveigled Wi
zation—of no more account than lawn tennis or. bicycle into talking about masic.¥ith
a man who astonishes him hi
riding.
:
more and more every minute by the opinions he expresses—all of them of a general and sweeping descrip-

It may be asked, however, How can you cultivate expression unless feeling is present, for is not the former

tion—until it dawnog upon him, after a whiles thst, in-

the outward manifestation of the latter? ‘The anewer if
obvious;

stead of thinking of Beethoven

know it is possible by incessant drilling to make ‘an
otherwise unemotional person simulate some kind of
emotion, and this is done almost every day in the case

of departure is ‘Silver Threads “Among the Gold.”
Not long ago I was invited to meet a man who had been

you must cultivate. feeling.

of singera and actors; but
be well done, is better than
~ what we mean, because it
as audiences are concerned,

in education. ,

4

symphonies,

Hiindel

Of course we. oratotios, of Chopin nocturnes, his friend's real point

though this simulation, if it “¢
nothing at all, it isnot quite

to show how great the power of merg-guality of sound

is only of importance so far
and has no value aga factor

‘ings of most people.

) nhigical likings and

This is also proved by the

singular popularity of instruments of novel or
otherwise

:
striking sonority, such as the xylophone, Glockenepicl, °
Now it is perfectly true-that'a phlegmatic nature is
paraging set of finger-bowls, flowerpotophone,
naturally unemotional, but our point is that nothing is view he tovk of “the
and what not,
condition of instrumental music in Some people will
hardly notice a tune when played on 6
done to lessen this natural deficiency, although every this
country, I was just about to point towwhat
Onsidpianofor
te
or by an orchestra, but will go into ecstasies
effort is made to inculcate thought, or thatawhich takes ered
a rather shining example, Mi “Tho
atta over the same tune—especially if it be
its place, in a mentally-stupid person. The connecti
of a grandiose
on in New. York, when he forestalled my
nts-by

between feeling and thought is such a close one
that the

telling me of the rare delight
he had
most eminent of ‘psychologists confess that they find it listenin
to
galittle band of five playing p. Pi
dificult ta define where one ends and the other
begins, during’the table d’héte dinner at a hotel-in
80 subtly'is the one bound up with the other. It would was forced to

therefore seem a very desirable thing that
the emotional

faculties of children ehould be cultivated quite ag much
asthe mental; indeed we hardly see.what is gained by

educating the mental withont also cultivati
ng the emo-

need in

melodies

Cologne. iF,
admit that peptic music‘of that sort wa 8

perhaps better cared for in Germany than elsewhere |

and mojestic character—wheo played on the mouth
har-

monica ;experto rede, I have seen it myself !

Tho theme of Bach’s G minor fugue ia not, of and .
itself, so stimulating as the melody of Verdi's Diby
quella pira;” yet Bach's apparently homely phrase”
containa in itself the ‘potency and power ” of the whole

That which we call gening in general—genius schiech- glorious
G minor fugue, whereas Verdi's tune contains
tweg, a8 the Germans put it—is ngt so great a rarity in the
potency and power of absolutely nothing beyond its
composers as might be supposed; what is far more ofa own screechi

ng self.
d
Now music ia of all the rarity is distindlly and specifically musical genius.
Music is not an aleohol to intoxitate the musician, an
Richard
Wagner,
for
example,
is s man of unquestiona- snodyne to bring mere momentary forgetfalnesa of the
and therefore in the case of a nature which is naturally
great power, of very uncommon genius; yet weican, “day'a-cares and troubleg
attracted by music no better medium’ can be found bp bly
, nora sense-killing potion.to
not
help
feeling,
when’ studying his compositions,
i
m lazily into loxurious hasheesh-dreame of a
- means of which the feelings can be cultivated. Bat is. as surely
ds
we
know it from hia autobiography, that'it
hamet’s Paradise; it brings with it the wholesome
this done? We have our children taught music becaus
largely owing to circumstances that he applied hii Oxygen necessary to his complet
the civilization-of our drawing ropms demands it, ande~-was
e vitality. So sdon as
genius
to
music,
we almost entirely look npén it #&a mere accomplish- eminence in other Wecan imagine his attaining to equal che js-in' the: presence. of a. mighty composition,he
walks of life. But, in listening to a plunges into the music,
ment, very desirable in the case of girls, because it gives Mozart
heart and eoul, and his whole
quartette, we are curé Mozart was ‘not only a being is aroused to vigorous action.
~
them an additional value in the marrjage
market.
born genius, but a born-musjcian, To be sure, the dif-.
The teacher pf music can do much to foster the emo- ference in speciaf*mu
sical
La
training between the two men
tional possibilities of his pupil by sympathy and cordialTvox'r believe in “accidental” mistakes “ Meme
hot to be overlooked, and is all in Mozart's favor;
ity, and on the other hand, he can help to ruin those is
but, if Wagner's genius had had the specifically musical cause, Meme effete,” says a French proverb. If the
possibilities by dryly insisting on perfection of technic quality!
of Mézart's, we cannot imagine his eaiecene cause of your blunder is carelessness or insufficient
uniHuminated*by the light of feeling. Many teachers tent
until he had.acquired an equal degree of ‘musical practice, then the effect will remain so long, antil you
have'an idea*that this technical éducation is the main culture.
strive to remove the cause, TM8refore, do not allow a
thing in music, and for months and months they will phenomen If Mozart had been a eatin quite faulty
al general culture, no di
execution to pass with the excuse, ‘Oh, that was
ig mudie would
keep their pupile working away at dull, lifeless studies, have shown
the effects of it; but the difference between only ‘accidental,’ and.,ét will occur no more!"” Rely
until the asic lesson becomesathing of utter wearinésa
men would still
upon it that it will occur time and again, for a bad habit
2. + we should still have Mozart
Of course, technical education is a necessity, but ,it the
seizing
by its)musical aide, making all he had indulged in once, will stick fast, so that it,becomes
should always be made subservient to the end of music, observedeverything
and learned go to farther musitel ends; difficult to get rid of it.—Dr. Karl Fuch,
the expression’of emotion, The pupil should never be
in Wagner, we feel-that his music is the ser—“‘ Anecdotes of Great Musicians’ is jnst the thing
allowed to play or sing forte or piano just because it is whereas,
vant dfqhis culture, that.the operation in his case is pre- to
interest your pupils, old and young, in the study of
80 marked in a composition, but he should be led to cisely the opposite to
that in Mozart's.
tional side of

child’s nature.

arts the ohe which most directly appeals to the feelings,

musical biography,

’
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“A)Wo onesto the best of our Anowledge,has yal pointed _
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out the striking simtlarity between this movementand

8s
e

that of 6ne of the greatest Adagios. from the Master’ last
. period, namely, the Adagio from the Ninth Symphony,
~

_

compésed a quarter ofa century later, The interpretation

of both demands an equally inspired mood;
er should strive to‘make
his fingers
sing” an@

yporm
may

perhaps teguire a more frequent use of the pedal ~
than is here indioated, which must however be dteta-
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ted by the sensttiveness of‘the mustcal ear.
b) zis Strst gaate section
of the Rondo

Sorm of this’ Adagio may be taken somewhat more :
Andante, 1.6, g9%7g” Gut no more than ¥3s néoessary

to avotd: dragging and therefore only ina fer places.

'” (Phe turn th. this, and the sollowing measure,
should not Begin with the sixteenth note of the buss,

but immediately axter
thus:
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a) A tasteful execution’
of this ofnament ts not pos-

sible in strict time. The shortenite af the Sire two

main notes Cand B flat 4just as impracticable
as shifting the inverted
Mordent-tuto the preceding
measure as an unaccented Apoggiaturdygke measure

must be extended by the addttional thirhy-second
note.

\Diin the repetition
the theme
of at thts place the left
" 1764-4

hand may
on the

be allowed the more

expressive part, and

whole,a somewhat brighter shade of the mel-

ody tn contrast with the foliowing
middle sectton.,
:
c) rhe ascending

more

and adimtnished Jifth

inthis

case

may be regarded as a guestion to hich the succeed:
ing bass figure 13 the answer.
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aA little aastentng in wits
and the following measure, ts advisable;also to retard in the third; the for.
mer on account of the interruption
of the har-

mony. and the latter on account of the varied mod-

wlation, which ts quite free from everything indtcating agitation ofthaste,
*
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_——b) The triplet should be brought out quite distinct, ~
~~~ though quite subordinated to the melody.
:
__ C)Bxactness in playing the thirty-secand-notes of

‘

the melody in

aig case would

aistocate the parts

:

therefore tt 18 geite proper that thay be played sorte
the last note of the triplet.
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b)rhe iaading in ths passags in the ortginal,ts not
the same as inthe two inacsunas defers: The Dim: _

“Snore tenderly passionate”as Richard Wagner ra-marks tn hts Interpretation of Beethoven.
Mark closely the slurring tn this Sigure and the

inuendo starts

11th Ccand not Aftat as marked here.

The latter shading
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a)The melody ts engraved tu large notes. Where there

are large notes for ihe left hand make them second.
ary tu power to those of he reght. “S
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gtoed chords are played by turning the

a

right hand palm side up as the finger pass from the
* lower to the higher notes of the chord.
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wrist bending to alow podttion as.
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“WA light melody tauch 18 best here. g 3 x vk &
in contact with the keys.If the ar:
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pull down the keys.
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‘Observe the phrase grouping and half accent marks,
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Uatake these three accompaniment chords tn amalt notes very soft so
that-the melody may be heard clearly.
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MUBSIO STUDY FOR BOYS,
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ETUDE

Ss

recognized orchestral instrament, as violin, viola, ‘cello,

Many of these are as’ good piano teachers as apy man

could possibly be. But I am ‘now speaking of music’
teachers;which means a gréat deal more than I can say
they show a very unusual talent for music and a special here, A successful
music teacher needs’to be a man,”
Some time ago,in an article which was fortunate” liking for that instrament,
and a strong one at that. Whenwe teach our boys
enongh to find s place in the columns of Tae Ervne, I
music, we will beable to get men teachers, but not till
tae
s
said that next to“ revitals”” there was but one subject
thet. Further, the mission of music, whatevér it is,
Thad more at heart, at the same time promising to air
Further,
boys
and
will
young
never be fulfilled so long as mpsic ia kept from half |
men need music more than
that particular subject later. Mr. Herbst in the June
BY T. L. BICKABY.

double-bass,

-

cornet, clarionet, flate, oboe

or bassoon,

I never advocate theatndy of the pe for boys unless

their sisters. Girls natorally stey at home. Boys will
Rot asarule, But I.have noticed that boys who play
article on “ Music Study for Boys."’ The more I think well can be found
at home very much oftener than
of the matter, the greater importance it assumes, and Others; they will never
lack company, for a musical
therefore I am constrained to advocate the more general family
is always an attractive one, When the musical
use of music as 5 part of a boy’s education, at the same boys do go
out
evening the chances are tliat they
time trusting that others will take up the subject and not will merely go oftoan
some Sther musical home and play
- soon allow it to drop. I would like to see’acolamn in there, or attend an
orchestra, band, quarte(te or choir
every issue of every music magazine in America devoted practice,
for the use of orchestral instraments is begamto “‘Masic for Boys.” It is a sweeping assertion, but ing pretty general
in most of our churches, Over and
I make it without fear of contradiction, that we will above all
this is the consideration that the refining and*
never become a truly musical nation so longasmusic
‘isaue forestalled me, howevér, in his short but suggestive

elevating tendenciés of music aredich, that as a general

stady is so largely relegated to the female part of the
community.

thing a boy who loves music and atndies it to some effect

I have noticed that in the musical papers

will really have no inclination to seek unworthy com-

and articles the music teacher and pupil arealmost inre

panions or degrading pleasures.

variably spoken of in the feminine génder. The greater
portion of the students atthe conservatories and music
echools are girla and younx women. In looking over

Again, boys, a8 a gen-

said, ‘‘Seatiment is well for women, but music should
strike fire from the soul of man.” How ghall music
strike fire from man’s soul if music is carefully kept

from him ?-

mostly spent in teaching girls, an yecupation delightful

time and energy, and productive of no result save being .

the music lesson for many girls is the hour of the week
On the contrary, I should be pleaed to have

every earnest, ambitions, faithful girl pupil take two lessons where she now takes one; the world would be better

FROM A TEAQHER'S NOTE BOOK,
BY 0, W. FULLWOOD,
Porits should play the scales with staccato

touch

(after they. have learned them legato) for then they
have to keep up the wrist and hand in proper position ;

keys,

Indeed, it is a good plan’ to have the pupil cut -

the note before the rest in order to call special attention

to it. It needs constant vigilance to prevent the major-

ity of pupils from acquiring a careless habit of slighting

the time value of the rests,
‘The different ways in-which pupils come to their lessons are often an indication of their industry, aptitude,
The instruments best adapted for boys’ use are, aa I and ambition,
lack of these virtues. Often the
stated above, orchestral instruments. -The piano makes pupil will entetor thethe studio
in a lackadaisical, indolent
such demands on the time of its devotees, that it is dot manner
that generally presages a poor, half-hearted,
to be recommended exceptin special cases. On the and half prepared
lesson. A briek entrance, a cheerful
other instramenta

z

With the private teachers it is the sam&j their time is

to them.

Give the boys a. ehance,

eral rule, show a greater and more intelligent apprecia: >besides thie early develops a good, crisp touch.
‘
A rest is not only a note reat, but likewise a
The latter “ adore Beethoven, "just dote? Schumann, and weep over “ Chopin,” reat; so the fingers. should be taised entirely fromfinger
the

several scores of-advertisements of schools and colleges and say he is ‘too sweet for
anything.” Beethoven

@ source of income to the teacher. Now it may be well
for me to sayright here, that I do not mean to insinuate
that any girl pupil should be deprived &famasic lesson :
I have nottanght for fifteen years without discovering that

As a final remarkJ will say that we> ‘

will always need the intelligent, skillful, and faithful
female teacher. But there are many things which only
8 man can do successfully in teaching music.

ion of music than girls.’

for boys atd girls, only one boys’ school makes any provision for music; while in the notices of girls’ schools,
music is always mentioned as a special inducement. We
-ean only infer that the managers of these institutions
consider niusic a necessity in female colleges only.

enough in itself, but oné which is too often a waste of

the population.

se

hye

‘

respectable results are apparent in a good afternoon, a prompt removal of wraps,
and at once couple of years. “Of course to QPGin virtuosity-on the seating herself st the igstrament
, is an encouraging
sign
violin will require as many years
of hard work as the

piano, But no one can deny that, all things being equal,
@ boy will have much more to show for a year’s work on
the violin, than he would for a similar time on the piano.

and is characteristic of the wide awake, talented, and
progressive pupil. Here comes one fifteen minutes late,

profuse with excuses, dawdles (if allowed to) over re-

moving hat and wraps, and delays as long as possible
The greatest advantage possessed by the smaller instra- \going tothe piano
isthe lazy pupil, and the teacher r
for it. But we owe something to our boys. It is not ments is their portability.’ When a boy leaves home, he needs, at once, to ; that
sammon all his stock

just nor-right that they should be denied one of the

greatest pleasures under heaven, and that their sisters

of patience on
can carry his instrument with him, It will be a good instant duty. To questions
about the practice cPiech
companion to him for the firat few weeks that he is
nical exercises and studies the invariable answer is, “I

should be given all the opportunities for learning music. . among strangers, and after he becomes acquainted itwill

The injustice is all the greater when it is considered that ” be’a passport for him into the safest and pleasante:
boys learn music more quickly and thoroughly than girls, pany, and will efiable him to pend
and in ninety-nine cases ont’of’a hundred will make a way that bloodshot eyes and throbbii

many such pupils all teachers have to endure, and the

more'use of such music as they learn. It is an undeni-

after marriage?

In the msjority of cases, unless she ie

wealthy, social and household duties preclude all possibility of practice, All teachers of-any experience will
admit the trath of this,

* ary *

A new piece will, perhaps, awaken alspasmo-

dic interegt ; but any technical difficulties will occasion
the usual indifference and desire to shirk work. How

fond parents expect them to becomé brilliant pianists.

able fact that « large propprtion of our girls give up

wusic entirely after leaving school, or discontinuing
lessons. How many girls continue their music study

forgot.’”

he goes.’”

a

Ts i 9 matter of great surprise to.me that parents

have not thought of music in this light more.” Iam convinced, however, that our teachers are largely to blame

for it. Iknow of one teacher of National and European

reputation, at prdgent

in the East, who disikes male

pupils so much that he makes it o uppleasant. for any

If they fail the teacher ia to.blame, but never the pupil.

If leasons are given at the pupil’s residence these faults

are much more exasperating. The teacher is waiting in
the music room ; the young Miss takesanunusually long

time to perform her toilet; or mamma has sent heron —
an errand and the teacher must perforce wait her return.
They seem to regard the teacher's whole time for that
day at the disposal of thisone pupil, And if the teacher
deducts the tiie lost from the lesson hour there are

I had not’ been in the teachers’ ranks long before I unfortunate ‘boy who comes to him for lessons that-he
(the pupil) soon leaves, My ‘authority for this. waa a black looks and often insinuations that they are being
this particndefranded..
?
lar. Hence “Give the boys'a chance” is a phrase on lady, and one of the best pupils of the teacher in q
ofa case in a brother teacher's experience,
‘T. know:
_ which I have rang the changes for years. I have talked tion, I trust there are not many teachers who are’
guilty of such injustice.
‘ eh
the: mother of a child came and gave the teacher
it up in my community whenever and wherever an
dignant lecture because he bad dismissed the pupil’
opportuzity occurred. I have written articles on the
one minute before the end of the hour. If four pupils
subject for my town papers again and again. As a
The-ignorance of fathers militates sadly against the aré-fifteen minutes late that means awhole hour lost,
result over forty per cent.of my classes are boys and
young men. They are more enthusiastic than girls, successful work of the teacher. The father pays the bills, and where is the payment for that hour unless the
They practice better, and are more musical, for a boy and gramblea; and no wonder. He is paying out his hard- teacher deducts it from each pupil’ hour? The music
without any talent whatever will not study musio at all, earned money and not only knows not what he is paying teacher cai realize, as‘no other, the trath of the old
* while a girl will frequently (alas! too frequently) go on for, but does not know what he wants, And between pay- adage, ‘Time is money.’”
5
forever, because perhdps she is persuaded -that it ‘is menta his apathy is worse than-his opposition would be.
When boys are given TiNadvantage of some musical edu“the thing '’ to-do.
xs * cation this state of things willnecessarily cease, and the
*‘ Amateurs give us so much trouble becanse they are
wae
discovered that the boys were neglected in

work of the teacher will be lighter and pleasanteér, and

I might say here that when I speak of music study for scores of intelligent men will have pleasure in. music creatures of twofold character; neceasary and useful,
boys I mean, first, a general knowledge of musical where one does now. Besides this, the more talepted boys when with a sincere interest they combine anassaming y
and to be disparsged, when
theory and history, to enable them to Neten intelligently would naturally drift into the ranks of-the music teach- reticence ;but contemptible,
to music, for the greatest pleasnre is not always ex- ers, And until these ranks contain more male teachers they are “bloated with vanity and conceit, anxious to
push themselves forward. and give advice. There are
tracted from mugic by those
who make jt, and second, a
special knowledge of some instrament (not necessarily.

the piano of which we have far too much), but of some

r

>

we cannot expect anything but that our country should

remain Anunmusical one, _I say thie with no reflection
on the many excellent and hard-working lady teachers,

few artists whom F respect more than a first-rate.

amateur, and there are few that I reapect less than a

second-rate one.—Mendelssohn,
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Don'ttake 4 piece in hand unless you mean to master ward was at the
"its
if your technic,iainadeqiate, put the pices ‘aside Tn 1862 he foundedhead of the Russian Musical Society.= BY OAS. OVIDE BLAKESLEE,
~
St. Petersburg Conservatory of
until you aré able to cope,withit; don’t
boggle at what Music and remained the
direttor until 1867, . Then he went
* in beyond your present powers
;
i
:
on
@
series
7
of
concert
; Taz
tours for three years. In 1872 ke
I naveoften noticed in reading
Don'tite be in the pitifil
that very
play came America, returnin
: ‘position, whan asked to’
g in the apring of 1878, Ho
Httle, ifanything, is enid about musical Erupts
philosophy. ~ % having to reply, “Ob, I haven't , brougkt any music: made tomonoy
in
the
United
States and an abiding fame.
Teis 20 easy to drift away from the real thing itself ith me. _ Carry © fow goad
Until
1887
he
pieces
would
in
not’
your
hold official position in St.
head,
to that which represents it. We are so easy satisfied Don’t wait for
Petersbu
repeated
rg,
requests
but
Davidoff
before
retiring that year, he once more. *
you consent
with the artificial that we forget the oul of things.

Play. The more wale expected of you the gee Socepted the directorship of the Conservatory,
haps it is because of the rough body under which Perit ia YO" need pressure, and you may Prove a sore
In 1889 his fiftieth anniversary was celebra
disapconcealed. So let the reader of this article
ted.

nd Pat te ahobatai
at once that I'am speaking aboot the soal ofundersta
the musi- Don't be dejeate HHH iii Z
‘
cian, out of which we expect the esseitve of irve
é
one be conceited at quick
to tisg, Tf the pupil’ lack fre or vitdl action, he music
needs _ Don’t attempt 4 to tune your progress. 4 you willdurely

own piano
ana,
some
Siate help him in concentratae
it.
ing and building
up mehen ct otewe
Sd geass
of the’vital forces.
]
7
piano,
It the ‘pupil lack etotion, mot that defant power aeeane pen
e
fa
aanend
epeate
which compels an audience to
n

admire, but warmth of;Saasice the Bene outhe timeiaeae
”
-feeling
which melts the icy hearta and bringa peace to oe forget,
.
in practicing, that an ounce of techuieal
.

sre
whoaverian eFesioldsg great ied caresses awe a pone ofan fe aig
Bat what if the pupil lacks that one inees
power, that Prectice )pea scsisibat arwdioise
oe

ED rine aa al hel goto windy? Who etn
: be ready
If these are the needs of jA<"pupil we muit

' for the work.

But Ifear wa,‘

teachers, often forget

or neglect the sciencdofthe musical soul.

The teach-

ing of methods, technic, trict harmony, eto., seems to
act like a refrigerator in freezing out all germs of feeling and life, *
‘True, some survive and come to life in later years,
one comes

rovidin, ae

along

with

fie the dead

RUBINSTEIN'S DABEER,

him.

ory.

gave away a fortune, and his extr: agance
haa caused
him much embarrassment. His life wasa
series of ar-.
tigtic triumphs. A-widow and family survive
him. The
Brahms’ influence for us to cast the

|

.

FAULTS
“

Tue death of the great pianist and composer, Anton

nis and pains in the chest.

Latterly he has résided in Dresden, althong

h his
constitutional restlessness made him ever a wandere
r.
Ho

horoscope of
his artistic future,

RAPID

Rubinstein, has heen much felt. He

Bat, this ie not right, and it is our own fault, simply
because we'do not like to be called romantic,— thaps
Bot the reason with all, but soiething similar Ifers.,
Phere are laws for concentrating
the
forces and
Unfolding the many powers of the sonl. vital
Why not inves.
tigate
matter theand seo if we cannot be the means of
bringingthe before
world more true musi cians, fall of
emotion and power as well as mental or tiechanical
automatons, Ter my experience I find ihose who have"
naresced into mental

His last artistic feat was the playing of seven
his-

torical piano recitals, which displayed his
enormous
Versatility, powers of interpretation, technic
and mem-

immediate cause of his desth vas heart failure. He
Toaves no artistic descendants, for Eugen
d’
Albert is ag
yet too much under

imposition:

—Keyb
oard.°
Keyboag

‘a

and he was made an honorary citizen, and the
title of
honorary dovtor of 8t. Petersburg was conferred upon

.

generally enjoyed
perfect health, but lgtterly he had complain
ed of insom-

power endugh to

.

i Oe ove ticiion taking pains.

The

Emperor gave him an annual pension of 8000 roubles,

4 tre ot

PLAYING

OF BEGINNERS,

IN PRIMARY

GRADES,—PLAY

:1F YOU HOPE TO PLAY Fast,

SLOWLY

aA

His wife consequently asked

of the faults of piano pupils in primary grades
De Nomis the family physician, to examine her bue- tooOng
is
rapid‘playing, Once acquired, great difficulties
wil!
and.
dees!
265
follow. This i? the fault of the teacher. It is surprisi
ng |
Anton Rubinstein; however,
to eabiait to ex®™ination, neither would he takerefused
any medicine except how few teachers fally appreciate the necessity of
slower practice or playing, The foundation of rune
8 few drops of valerian, He woald scarcely
allow the and passages of velocity
is slow practicing, and the
0ctorto
to the doctor of pis heart through his beauty can be obtaine
Waistcoat, listen
Wifen the beating
d in no other way. “ Play elowly
said that the heart beat irif you ever hope to play fast.’ tis an essy task
for a
*#tlarly Rubinstein laughed and gids
teacher to start out with beginners on the slow
*
Come
and
hav
a
game
e
of
whist,’
2 ment, but decidedly difficult to make fast players moveor mechanical things beyond the ‘The game lasted till after eleven o'clock
over
,
soul development are very hard to teach, and itisalmo
and
Bubininto
slow
players.
”
Papils
find
it
irksome
to
at. tin, after taking a glass of sherry,)Tetired
to his bed- note slowly and surely after having played play every
impossible to reach their emotional natare. I believe
them as fast
every't
Two houre later his wife, hearing groans
er will agrée with me in saying that where 0m:
and as

Crie# from the room,

the fingers could work,

ran in and found

Whi govern the
Then let us study the laws which
D

DONT'S FOR YOUNG
il

PIANISTS,

’

A
Dox'r begin to learn the piano if you don’t
mean to
stick to it, and-unless you hope to live a
quarter of a

century after commencing,

-

Don't leave off sticking to it because
your neighbors
complain ;neighbors are impossible
people mostly,
Don’t play on a decrepit Pisno—it is‘stupefactive.
Don’t Buy & cheap new one—~it ia sheer prediga
lity,

Don't engage a cheap teacher—unlesé*7ou can
afford
to pay him to look on. Then he might learn
some-

thing,

*

Don't have an expensive teacher unless he’s
some-

thing more than expensiver .Manyofthem are—they're
\

idjots.
Don't have an idiot—that is, don'tbe an idiot,
°
Don't

try to teach your magter—Aiemiss him.

quilt,
murmuri
ng :— Tam
“+A and
doctor!
“Help!

after,
Anton Gregor Rubinstein was not born Novemb
ér 80

must do twice the work of the stronger ones, go
as to

* found wanting.

sufocating.”
well learted, and after this only by degrees. ©
.~
Scales and exercises are the most important for
“ She induced him to lie down andvsent in
beginners; and they should be taught withoat ni tes,
medical aesistance, and chafed his hands. ai
by
allow the pupil to watch the position of the life! andto
all was of no avail, he died in a’convalsive fit Sy thor
ly

movements of fingers. If any finger is found weak, is

(fh, Rassian style), 1880, but November 28 (16th, acquire an even touch. In four ‘months a pupil of orRaasian ofyle), 1829, This was only disgovered in 1889, dinary ability should play and understand fally all the

at the.time of the great jubilee festival given in his honor’
in Rugaia, An official copy of the entry of his
birth was
found at Wechwotynez in Russian Bessarabia,
his birthplace. So all shaoioeachieal dictionaries
are wrong.

major and perhaps also the minor scales; and yet not
one out of tenaccomplishes thus much. Whose fault
is

it? The teacher's, without doubt.

To know how to teach scales and’ to exercise the

greatest strictnesa _Bte two excellent rales. One word
His parents were Jewish, his father of Polish
and \his in.regard
to teaching.
mother of German descent, Bat he was early
A thorough knowledge of the
baptined

a Christian in company with his grandfather during: teaching art is oun and certain fundamental rales
jerson is any more fitted to teach
His father having 4’
musicon,the foundation of having lestned the notes
pencil factory in Moscd¥, the’ family moved there,
and

period of Russian persecution.

‘a few piecés,” than one having mastered A B°C

until he was seven yeare old he studied piano with
his

Don’t neglect your scales, or when
weighed you'll be

It is not Bate to atlow

a
Pupil to~play otherwise than slowly during the
threo grades, except a few pieces that are especialfrat
ly

her husband
. the musical nature is unfolded, technic is
much e asier’ Standing behind the door, his body half wrapped in the
A
sees
wa

mother, who must have been a sound’ musician
. Then
he went under the tuition of Villoing, and with
him in
1839 went to Paris, He heard Chopin and
Liszt play,

nd read @ few books is fitted to teach school.

With

fewexceptions all pupils commence their, lessons with

vooal amateur teachers, with whom they study until a

‘“findl finish ’” is
and succumbed complétely to the latter's influenc
Don't spend much time in adjusti your seat—your after
e, who, or conservatory necessary, then, going to a high school
of music, are generally surprised to fad
hearing kim play, advised him to go to Germany
listeners may be sorry you sat down ng
, they must
to it at all.
begin at the fouidation again in order to be
Then he went on a concert tour through Holland, EngDon’t think ta disarm critici
sm by saying, ‘Ob, I land, Scandinavia,
and’ Germany, always under the stern
Ten to gne it will

Maven’t practiced for ever 80 long.”

be self evident.

.

.
Don’t play trivial pieces either when by
yourself orin
the presence of others.
al
a

“finished off.”'—Record.

tuition of Villoing, aud.returned to
Moscow in 1848,

Yh

His brother, Nigolsi, a very remarkable pianist, but

always overshadowed by his brother's
reputation, went
with Anton and the. family to Berlin, where
Meyerbeer
recommended Dehn ag ateacherin composition.
Anton

+ -

aaa ES

~—"Wo are tog apt in this rasbing, pushing century

of ours, with ité instruments that only require winding

up,to give us music, and its madifold contrivances, to

roturned'to Russia in 1848and wrote aoine operas under forget the past with its great men who worked slowly,
Don’t abuse the pedals: if
toward the civilization of to-day, It is good to turn
patronage of the Grand Duchess Helena.
employ them leave them alone. you don't know how to the
He re- aside from onrbroad highway into the quieter” paths
turned to Germany in

Dob't skip the diffcult phrases :

rather skip el?easy

and London,

1854 and later concertized in Parie

In 1858 he waa appointed court pianist

~ and concert director in St. Petersburg and a year
after.

in which

of

they walked,

time long gone we

And. listening to_the voices
do

fitting reverence

to the

mighty dead who worked when harmony was young.’’

.

é

{ec
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PRIZE (OMPETTTION.

tion. Hore the metronome procose"is like, not miaking asa musician and performer on“the gaitar,
‘The conone’d fortune by forced or excited speculations, but in -certina was thens new instroment,
zhighneither ‘Mr.
Tun Ervoz offers $26 in prizes for original articles by stead going West and prosperously growing up with the Attwood nor I

music teachers who have not before written for its’ col-

umns.

person,

One or more articles can be sent by

the same

country.

had before heard.

*

the thing on

which Regondi was

to play'been 9 salt box, ora
Again, take the casé" of appt under sentehce to marrow-bone, no oneabout
who knew him could have awaited

on subjects that shall be helpful to teachérs, play something in public, and
as the hour for the his 9ppesrance without pleasure. He appeared, and in
young or old; to pupils and to parenta of music pupils, execution of their piece draws who,
nigh, sit and shiver in a few momenta captivated all hearers—among them , subjects having to do with the piano and general musical clammy terror, as if their own execution were impend- eminently my
illustrious neighbor.
His Captivity,

culture, Biographical and historical article not ao-

ing!

Who shall describe the damage done, even tb

however, was

ndt of long duration ; ag the following
cepted. Our regular contributors will not compete for well-learned pieces, in the last hours, when such tem: running
vommehtary, which, though, addressed to me,
these prizes,
:
peraments sit wildly fidgeting at the instrument, as if was rather, I fake it, a soliloquy than
a communication,
The firat prize will be, $15 in cash, the second
prize fearing their mortal.senses would forsake them
atthe will show,
oe
‘

$10 in cash, The articles must be in our office by the
first of March, 1895. They will be examined by a com-

snittee of three eminent writers of musical articles. The
essays will be published in Tag Ervpr, but'remain the
property of the author.

.

‘Articles longer than ong page of Taw Ervpe will not

i

|

be accepted, and about half that length are preferred.
There are about 576 worda in a column.

of the machinery and ballast the ship for steady sailing rather’ monotonous.’

when the time for setting’
ontarrives,

wants relief.’

pieces, The inerpased capabilities of the pianoforte in
point of sonority and variety of tone-color, says Kallak,
justify increased breadth of style and a jadicions moder-

quarter of an hour, will prove

have been the story.
brilliant style, for which modoration of apeed, in view - ofite“Tinpragsion on, the ears ofto the
world at largdat *

of the present weight of the action, the pianiat's
cannot but be very grateful.

fingers

the ond of another quatter of a century.”

Hence the musician, if he

-

a mad race through the notes, heedless of everything . consults absolute metronome signs at all, does ao chiefly

save the inexorable tick-tack of the conscienceless ma-

chine, then, confessedly, it is no aid to practice,

But started at a judiciously moderate tempo, and then

set-taster and faster by regular degrees, aa practice’progreases, it enables one to apply himself systematically

And soon after, but before the end of

the firat movement, “I'm sick of this!’ I cannot hblp
thinking that the story of the impression produted by
this instrument on a highly cultivated egr at the end of

ating of the speed once thought indispensable to the

Tr the metronomé-suggests only a glance at a certain
conventional sign at the beginning of a piece, and then

Later, ‘The (composition) is.

very long-’ Later till, ‘This (instrament) certainly

A word as to metronomic designations of tempo in

THE METRONOME,
or
SS
BY ALBERT Be PARSONS,
—asts

F

supreme moment if ever they ceased for so muchasan , “After a few bars (Attwood
log.), ‘ This is exquisite,’
instant their nervous fussing over their selections!
After s tew more, ‘ This will revolutionize the orchesNow, with such ‘a fall: head of steam on in advance, tra.’
‘What. can you want“With two clarionets when
there need be no fear-of insufficient apeed-when the you can have this?’ After many moré
bars, ‘This
time comes. Here, a carefully moderated metronome (fieqning ‘the
position in progress) is rather long.’
tempo in all further practice will regulate the operation Presently, ‘ This (meaning the
instrument in use) is

with a view to comparing them with bis ownimpressions
on the subject,

.

~

RUBINSTEIN’S PIANO TOUOH.
j

Does any one still hotd the use of the metronome to

BY ALEX. M'ARTHUR.

*

be dangerous to nrusical sensibility ?- If’so, it'may be

briefly replied that without trained precision of thythm _

to the working out of. given problem, for days or asa habit in playing, all rétardations ‘and accelerations
woelts, independynt of varying moods., Withoutiteaid, become deflections not from a straight line, but froma

To the mejority of piano students in Amefica Rubin

stain’s playing has now become almost mythical, bat

those who heard him some twenty-two years ago, or who
the tempo of practice varies incredibly from day to day, wavering one, the result being more or less suggestive: have been fortunate enough to have heard him here in
“nay, even from hour to hour, according to the state of of the crooked peregrinations of the famous crooked Europe of late years, will readily and at once‘egree
with>
the weather, of one’s nerves, ete. Yesterday, perhaps, little man with 9 crooked little’étaff down the crooked me that the ‘inimitable beauty'and charm of his playing
everything moved on quietly ; to day, cloudy skies and_ little lane.
.
lies in hie touch.
3
It was doubtless a recognition of this which led that
a heavy air cause everything to drag stupidly. To-morIn cantabile passages he is without arival. Under
row, one’s spitits are above par, and -eyerything fairly artist who, both as composer and as pistist, made the: his flogers the piano sings, and the

“ soul of
ts sweat-

spins; but the day after, nervous restlessness induces in- greatest and most systematic
use of the tempo rubato .ness” is revealed in ita fallest and loveliest-perfestion.
jarious hurrying, and an‘indigestion in the fingers fol- yet known in the history of misic—I refer, of course, to
“ As to my touch,’ he often said, “‘jast look at that,’”
lows, unfitting the hand for amooth playing for a day or Chopin—to make a more constant use of the metronome, and he would raise up his maséive
hand. “I have phetwo.
both in teaching and in’ procticing, than probably any nomenal “fingers and-I have 8 ee
i
.
:
phenomenal
In contrast to this, judicious practice with the metro- other artist of equal rank.
‘
strength, with.lightness, Stren;
with lightness, that
In all but the firat stages in practicing av piece of is oneWeerel of my touch, the other, assiduous study in
nome means ateadiness and repose of mind and muscles

in work, In relieving the mind of responsibility for music with the metronome, the stud
ould:
steadiness of tempo, and supplying a graded scale for Chopin’s instraction to play: in’ accorda:

safely increasing the speed, the mental strain of prolonged practice is surprisingly lightened. Meanwhile,

during even the longest journey down the index of the

special designation wherever a casualac

follow my early manhood. I have sat hours trying to imitate
th ¢the the timbreofRubini’s voice in my playing, and it is only

door a

with labor and tears, bitter as death, that the artist

ritenuto occurs, and thenceforth to proceed. independently of the metronome stroke until the recurrence of

arrives bt perfection. Few ‘understand” this, consequently there are‘few artists.”
i

‘the tempo primo,

|
‘
On one octasion® remember » stormy scene at the
But,after all, to such objections Beethoven's answer Conservatory. ‘Some one was playing the “ Cornival ”’
is enfiiciont, It is, namely, the Allegretto td the 8th of Schumann, and asitdid notgo there was thunder in
by day and week cud week, of natural and steady Symphony, whose motive was inspired by, and composed the air. Rubinstein became more and more fidgety and _
metronome, interest is sustained by the record of dis-

tance traveled and the possession of a schedule of successive points yet to be overtaken:

Such a record, day

growth in execution often affords solid encouragement to be sung to, the tick tack of the then newly-invented
where, without it, hoth student and teacher might be metronome. Here, again, we see genius understanding
discouragingly unconscious of practice actually made. “the use of tools. In this immortal poem of tenderness,
For the removal of obstructions @ncountered at par

besuty,*grace, and symmetry, all revealed in most ex-

impatient; now and again he brought his hand down
with a bang in the bass, or else ran his fingers throngh
his hair; but at Mist at the seventeenth number she storm burst.

For s few minutes he got up and raved

* ticular points in pieces, set the metronome ata decid- quisite Combination, the metronome received formal likes
atic, anathematizing every piano student born
edly slow tempo at the start. Execute the difficult pase canonization.
“oF
tobe born ; but finally he smiled, and sitting down to
syges with decision two or three times. Then take the
“hencéforth it has only remained for.the faithful t
t
he played the namber himself, At the last
tempo one notch faster; repeat for the same number of regard it to the end of edification,
.
3
ck one note, and, turning to the student, said
times and advance atill another notch. Renew this pro- *
;
my
n triumphal scorn, while he polnted downward with his

cess until four successive notches have been” passed;
then turn back three at once, and resume work from a

point.thus one notch in advance of the original start,

Continue this zigzag process of advancing four notches |

pis

:

“PADS” IN INSTRUMENTS,

with accuracy, at predent attainable ts reached.

If-thia

start. This is not carrying things by storm, bat achieying them by regular process of sapping and mining—not

reaching a given point by-bursts of speed, but getting

there as certainly and as comfortably as if by horse-car.
© same procedure ia singularly éfficacious in learn-

you hear, that note? Well, that note is worth your life
‘and more,’’ “Then he finished, waved his hande for the

Iw these days of banjo, mandolin, sdtoharp, eto., Conservatory,
maleate
in
5

amateurs, we cannot -help but feel that. they sre

,vedania’” (Russian for au re

al with
agraff: ‘Do
+) turned to bis easy

chair before the writing desk and lit » cigarette, the

short livéll ad are only a passing fastiion which will be

solace'to him-for'all woes. -

“

and then turning back three, until the highest speed, Which are heard on every hand by skilled and unskilled

does not meet the needs of the musi@; thén determine
how far back to go in metronome tempo for a fresh

“other hand to the finger holding down the note: “Do

:

replaced by some other“equally imperfect instrament. |When all the young Russians
had left the room’a proTo thia connection the followitg extract from John *feasor who was present began to exouse the student by
Hallah will be interesting :—

i

saying:

“Thad the hono#, as a very young man, of sitting in.so
the pit of the old. Haymarket

Opera House, during a

‘‘It is wrong, Anton Gregorewitch, to expect.

much from a boy,” and Rubinstein

replied: ‘‘T

expect very little, but they come here, and because they

ing pieces like the ‘Toccata’ of Schumann, Listz's
‘‘Erlking,” ete., whose conquest involves both the mas-

miscellanoous concert} beside the eminent English com:
Poser, now many years deceased, Thomas ‘Attwood.
Among the announcements in the programme was one

put their fingers down any way on the piano think itis
enongh, and that they are players, whereas the real difficulty -of piano playing lies not in the playing of seale

crease in and overall one’ Previous powers of execu-

of a Bolo for the concertina, to be played by the ate
Giulio Regondi, then very young, but already celebrated

passages and octaves, but in the production of a certain
quality of tone.”"—Musical-Courier.

tering of partioular claviex

combinstions and.a,greatin-

ff

,
i.
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THE

s 40HINTS AND HELPS.

oka is visible barmony.—

ETUDE.

he

THE DIGNITY OF THE PIANOFORTE,

Aristotle.

their substance they are-the most emotional and bril-

fiantly bejeweled capriccios, palpitating with melody
~
and glittering like sprites in.gome Oriental romance
,

‘ee ‘ Ware there is no heart there is no music,”

Mendelesohn, who, like Longfellow, tried every
form

Musto is the language spoken by the angels.—Longfellow.
a
Tar teacher can only teach that pupil who teaches

his art, wrote much and well for the pianofor

te, ‘but
never pierced the deep fire-walls of passion which
lic
hidden beneath theglacier surface of this instrame
Liegt transferred to the keyboard the whirlwind nte
spirit
himeelf.—H. 8, V.
of a balf-barbaric nation allied to the gorgeous Bast.
4
Schumann arose to a “mount of vision,” a
Taine more of your own progress than of the opinion
Place
-of others. —Mendelssohin,
in modern art, from the assiduous stndy sacred
:
With Betthoven, that mighty master, who was the
of the
keyboar
d and its
involved possibilities.
Ir is often late in life that the deeper mysteries of our Prospero of the instrumental realm, the pianofo
’
rte rose
Bach
built
@
shining monument of enduring fame ont
{ato an importance second only'to the orchestra itself,
art are revealed even to the most gifted. Schumann.
of
the
short
tones
of the harpsichord,
andBeethov
and, in the solo sphere, supreme.
:
millionaire of genius, left thé world balf his en; the
Tax mind is like a trank; if well packed?it holds
Beethoven's sonatas are a landmark in the literatu
mighty
re
treasury
almost anything ;
in
his
sonatas
if ill-packed, next tonotKing,—Anon, of the pianoforte, as his symphonies are
and concertos for the pianoforte.
in that of the

Ove of th principal elements of genius is strength of

* will to control the mind and command the niental
ener-

orchestra,
~ The pianoforte

Jony 8. Van Curve, ~

before the time of -

Beothoven is meagre, compared with the enormous
NEW PUBLIOATIONS,
ae
2
variety and
of the compositions since that time,
Inis only because men are not siccustomed to what is the materialsextent
now.
being
so
Breirk
vast
that
ory
few, iideed, are
axp Hinrer have issued
good, that many find pleasure in what fs common and the intellects large enongh
system Of Musical Penmanship. It isa byveryEurelabprate
to-grasp the whole domain,
taateless.— Goethe,
BaxsThe ninoteenth centary, with its Gottachalk, Thalber
Live
ang
is translated from the German by N. Gavs.
g,
Every artist of genius breath
Liezt
;
with
its
Rubinst
ein,
Every
Schuma
device
nn, andChopin ; its
into his work an unis used to make the work of learning to
expressed idea, which speaks toot feelings even before Mendelssohn, Weber, and Beethoven, is, of a truth,
the write a good musical hand systematic and sure. Bx.
epoch of pianists,
it can be defined.—F, Lisx,
planat
ions
are
fal ly
given and the pupil
:

*gies.—Anon.

"

i
music written

, Aut musical people seem to be happy. It is the engrossing pursuit, almost the only innocent and unpunished passion.— Sydney Smith.
Nw

Tt is a curious fact, worthy of comment, that

in eciBiice, those discoveries which have beén in art,,as
opening into a new ohd-glorious world would havethebeen
at
first opposed with bitterest hostility.
‘
Have you real talent for art? Then study music,
The history of estrouomy and-geology is parallel
do
ed in
something worthy of the art, and dedicate your whole the world of art by the
history of the violin and the
aoul to the belov€d saint.—Longfellow,Pisnoforte ; the genosis of each instrument was
received
doubt and disfavor.
~- Musto begins where speech leaves off;
it the withWhen
the
frets
“inmost spirit, all that is inexpresgible andthrough
were
remove
d from the finger-board of
yet of most the viol, and
thus the violin liberated
account in us, can give itselfi—I. Su Dwight,
its rigid
‘Prison, and set.soaring, bird-like, in thefrom
free air, the
Ware the painter or sculptor mugt borrow the rai- wiseacres shook their heads; when
the tiny quills that
ment for-his idea from the human form or
Picked the atrings
the landsca

pe,
-the tmusician is alone with his imagination. —Hueffer.-

Mositc is at its lowest ébb when taken as a mere
pas:

-Rusux# could by one stroke of his brush convert

a
laughing into 8weeping child; and we can color
tion with qualities of voice, so that the metamo emorphosis
is not lesé sudden dr more complete,

Tae studyofan art, the very natuto of which is de:
culture, demands many
sacrifices, The fact that a child has to practic
e aelfsigned to improve our moral

denial, say to the extent of giving op
a small amount of

play-time, is already a voucher for future
moral growth.

—A. W. Borst.
THE

;

greatest practical adepts in any art,
says Muc-

tury to
cians,

the finger-post that shows the way which

itself can never go, are emblems

of the teacher.

It is

only by a fortunate coilteidgnce sthat the
capacity for
teaching, whichis an art sud generis, and
practical excelletice of execution, are found in the same
individual.
There seems to be a real incompatibility
between prac-

tical superiority and theoretical knowle
dge, or the power

ESSAYS.
By Ww,
Sons, New York,

F.- Aprnonr.
a?

Ca. Sonrsyer's

Beside the essay which gives the book’ itetitle,
the™
contents consist of diequisitions on Johann Sebasti
an
~Bach, additional aecompanimente to Bach's and Hin.
del’s Scoreg, Meyerbeer, Offenbach, two
modern

classicists (Mendelssohn and Schumann), John Salliva
Dwight, Some Thoughteoa Masical Criticiem, and Musicn

and Science

already much written about, is not on
that account

less
worthy of attention, for facta in their history are giveni
n

a light that gives them new interest ; ‘but thaypar
t of the

book which should be.read with the greatest care
easay upon “‘ Musician and Music Lovers,’” “+ is the
The leaven of music is working and will eventually
leayen the whole lump of social as well as professional
There are extant of his three hundre
d,
life. Musical literatire is taking upon itself a differen
Pigces, although he published but thirty. hi forty
cheracter. More’ writing is being done for the benefitt
was the son of a mighty master, Allessandro Scarlatti, of
readers at large, anil the tone of works issued is auch
Prolific in oratorios and masses, and the greatest harpist
a8 to be of interest to people'of culture who may
not be
of his epoch.
wo ey
ue
especially musicians.
e
The son of asotietgrent musican, Bach
the eupram
,
~-Musi¢
e
organist of his epoch, Philip Emanuel Bach, also de- with is gradually acquiring a literature which may,
propriety be foand upon the shelves of the lover
voted his! genius to the development and illumination
of books whether he be a musician or not, Consequentlyof
the pianoforte,
work which helpsto place music before unlearhe
In each’ofthese injtances the son, though =moving in “any
music lovers in @ clearer light is worthy of wide ciren-d
8 sphere leas lofty and‘more cireumecribed, affected
the, lation, and whether jts views are altogether from our
Progress of act with scarce less potency than the father.
Even to"day; we listen, delighted, to the crisp, ringing standpoint or not it should be helped onward.
Mr, Apthorp has said many things in the essay under
periods

of Domenico Scarlatti, and the crystal
his ortiaments never“gioW6 shallow or tedious, tinkle of Rotice which should be widely known and thought over.”
They are'alike instruotive to both musician and layman.
P. E. Bach affected powerfully the develo
of Tn speaking of the widespread ignorance of the meaning
ninsical form. .In the latter part of the eighteepment
nth cen- of common*muysical terms,

kenzie, are not, by any.means, always the
best teachers
,? of it, not merely from lack of the necessary patience,’ Tury
the sonata rose in its full glory, and it reigns
bat from want of the power. of imparting knowle
still
dge. as

‘The hone, which, although it cannot cat, can charpen
the fazor;

&

MUSICIANS AND MUSIC LOVERS AND
OTHER

, Space will not permit acomplete referof the hatpsichord werDreplaced by ¥nce
fo all these essaye; and it is sufficient to say that
they are thoughtful and ‘interesting ia the extreme
. The
bring the new instrument into fayer with musi- discuss
ion of persons, while it has to do with
those
Ears accustomed to the o) lear, thin twangi
ng

of
the harpsichord found the new pititeforte dull.
Eveh in those days; ‘dexterity and the dazzle
of fingers
One arrives at art by roads barred to the vulgar;
thrending mazes of seeming impossibility bither
and
the road of prayer, of purity of heart, by confidence by thither
in
over
the wisdom of the Eteraal, and even in that which is the world, the battle grotind of the keyboard charmed
and an Italian, Domenico Scarlatti, was a reincomprehensible.—Chopin,
nowned virtuoso on the harpsichord, .

Nuiraen water nor art can rise higher than {ta
source;

is carried‘along

the hammers of the pianoforte, it needed
nearly a cen-

time for the senses. The flood is reached when
it is
suggestive of noble thoughtsand fancies.—A. I.
Borst.

if the artist is, mechanical his works will be mechani
cal
also; if he is'simply imitative, he remains a
camera,

step by step toward perfection,

a

he draws the following de-

the dominant form of the noblest art from the auctions: This ignorance, of.saugical terminology implies,far more than & mere lack of acquaintance with
symphony to the solo,
.
7
~what are sometimes called ‘ abstruse technicalities ;? it
A sonata psually

contains three hiovementa: A grand implies
‘a deplorable absence of the habit of definite
Sonata is an elaborate composition of the sqnata
type thought on musical subjects, People who have definite
with four moveme

nts, each of anvindividual
er, ideas to express do’not long want for definite words
yet obeying a certain law ofaffinity. A three-charact
movement wherewith to

Sonata must contain an allegro of the sonata
atroctur

expfess them ; and it is mainly because

tuneful, slow movement of lyrical structure, anda e, a so’many have no alate and clean-cut ideas on- musio
ssondo, that they do not feel the inconvenierce of not
asfinale, to which the
under-

grand sonats
between the standing musical terms.’!
‘slow movement and the rondo, a merryadds,
hearted acherzo,
Th essay deals clearly and vigorously with the fundalytical or critical type of-mind. Thus, learned gram- which ia simply a fast minuetto with a trickey character. mental essentials of understan
ding music in order to its
Chopin, the greatest purely pianoforte composer ever
marians are, ag.a rule, inelegant writers,
proper appreciation.
and profound
‘
developed, essayed the sonata form, but did not feel
physiologists are not seldom indifferent doctors.
at The book should be read by all music lovere, ‘not once
Poets home in it. His great
concert
os,
afe, by no means, the beat Judges of verse,
especia
lly
the
one
in
but many times,
whilst the E minor, niight belie
L
.
thie statement, were jt not that
Pegasus of critics is too often of the Rosinante breedy~
Tt ig well printed and is reasonable in cost.
they are sonatas only in their genera
l
outline
,
while
in
oe
A. L, Mavoxysrer,
z
:
i
2
of communicating
it,-Thi

arises from the radical differ-

ence between the s¥nthetic or constructive
and the ana-

~

THE
HALF HOURS WITH THE BEST COMPOSERS,
. B, Minuet

try to hold « pupil by béing ready to assure the applicant

& Co.
;
This work isthe outconieof“ Famous Composers and

.. their Works,” which was issued by the same firm with
such decided success that if restilted in the publication
of the one under notice. The plan of “Half Hours
with the Beat Composers’ gives to those interested two
instalments worthy of a handsomely gotten up library of
music at a very low coat,

ETUDE.

of greatytalont, if it is not there.

It pays better. to

depend upon merit, though it may bring itsreward‘more

tardily, than upon shams of any sort. Frown upon such
disreputable practices as thg following clipping refers to:
“Musicians a2 a class are famous tricksters, and their

tricks are legion, an’ exchange remarks.

.

One well-

known city pianist often laughingly declares that he owes

A salient feature is that each
of the thirty parta ef which the work will be composed his reputation to his manner of wildly clutching at)his
when it is complete contains th® portrait, biographical loxuriant hair whenever a pupil makes a mistake, and
sketch, and a composition by a leading Americat’com- the enemies ofafamous vocalist are wont to say.that his
* poser, A facsimile of his score is also given. This is renown was purchased at the expense of his*pergonal
appearance, and that every added eccentricity of dress
@ commendable feature, and

music contributed

worthy of the honor,

in the parts at hand the
by these American composers ig

:

e

+ The editing is done by Karl Klauser and is what would

be expected from such a veteran in musical affair.

The selections, in mddition’ to the American numbers,

are made from the works of the best masters, classic and
modern, each part consisting of about forty-eight pages.
It is classical in style and brings to notice many short

instrament. A good tone in the piano itself will
fever
compensate for the lack of a fine aympathetic
action jer

and it is precisely here: that many pianos

otherwise
excellent, made by manpfacturers of high reputat
4
come short of the requirements of artists, teachers, ion,
and
intelligent pupils.
.
The next point to be considered ia the quality
in the piano itsglf, when played with a normal of tone
or bearing count
touch.
assso many dollars in his pocket. Bat, as a role,
fine tone and fine actions gotogether. It
However this may be, the custom prevalent among many. is raro
to
find
@ piano with a yeally fine, aympathetic
musicians of’ assuring each new pupil that he or she action,
unless
it

was built by @ manufacturer who
underpossesses & wonderful degree of talent, should rightly Stood
the conditions necessary for the produc
tion cf a.
rank as a trick. And the practices of some musical fine tone:
auch as the Proper texture and
shape of the
colleges are tricks, too, when viewed from an ordinary hammers,
the place where they ought to strike
the string,
standpoint. ‘Yes, that medal has my pame on it,’ the
relative weight and tension of

the strings, ete, The
only ono of these conditions which cantiot be'und
erstood
and
contro
lled
by
The cost is fifty centa a three ways. First,
an intelligent manufactater ie the
I
gave
a
year’s
hard
study
for
the
-molec
ular
It ie sold only by subscription,
atruct
are
oft the sounding board. The kind of
~
chance of it; secondly, I won it asa prize ;and thirdly, ‘wood
which is most perfectly fiona ia well
known ;
T paid $26for it.’ Making pupils pay for the prizes but notwo boards
FLOTSAM AND JETSAM,
,
even made from the, fame tree, have
donated to the institution maynot bea trick, but it|joks“Preciaply
the same

gems not so generally used.
part.r

some new pianos} but they are uneven,
makesitpossible for
agreat artist to produce an infinite
number of graduations of tone qualify of the most
aubtle™
shades, by-the modifications of his touch, on a first-cla
ss
irregular, and
altogether lacking in that fine responsiveness
which

said 8 young lady. recditly in anawer to a question, ‘and

I claim that it ig trebly mine since I purchased it in

A CHARACTERISTIC trait of haman nature is se
like one.””
It shows itself in many forms and naturally is the
ange of much trouble,
The musician is no strangertothis foe of haman hap-

* tent.

“>

piness, indeed come will, perhaps, say he is especially

A. L, Mayopzster,

HOW TO BELEOT A PIANO,
4
ae
BY JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE,

arrangement of the molecules ;the

consequence of which is, that Rp
manuf

acturer can’ be
absolutely sure of the quality of tone of any
given instrn.
ment untilitis puttogether. Of
two
madeby the
same fitm, in the same shop, at the’sapiands
me time and under
precisely the

TueRs are many piano pupils and more parents of tone than same conditions, one may have a much finer
the other, because of a difference
in the soundquer, the desire for the unattainable, dominates the great portion of the success of a student of the piano depends ing-board, yhich no an can discover in advance. And
the
etter
piano
may
cost less money to make, because
artist gs much as the humble teacher. In allprobability ‘on the choice of an ingtrument. Men who know perof less finish in case, ete.
the latter ia the more contente‘of
d the two. Ambition fectly well that, in ‘every “mechanical occupation, it is
The
moral
of
this is that one ought, on general prinis a desirable thing; without it as 8 main spring, the “useless to attempt good work with poor toola, seem to
ciples, to buy only pianos by firet-claes makers
mechaniam of our
daily life does not ran well and with think that when the moat difficult and delicate work of
; or at
least
that
this
is the aafer way. It is true that pianos
well-regalated efforl.
But the aspiring after what is learning to master the mechanical difficulties of pianomade
by
the
best firms differ in excellence 3 but if even
beyond our reach is not good.
playing is to be undertaken,
‘anyKind of an instrument such firms someti
mes. fall below their“best mark, how
So great and successful an artist as Rubinstein illus. will do for a beginner. .Such buyers are
governed in much lower must
be the grade of work turned out by
trates this fact, He died a disappointed, man because their chdice of an instrament wholly by considerations
those who have no
its victim. Itis not the unsuccessful musician only who
feels its power, The longing for other world
to cons

Piano pupils who do not seem to be aware that no emall

he was not recognized as master composer,

of price, or at best, they put themselves wholly into the

Able, with

his unexcelled powers as a pianist to move his audience

hands of a dealer, whose interest it us

to any extreme of pleasure or pain, he longed to’be of

ly is to dispose

a low-grade instrument, because“he makes a larger

such standard of excellence ? There

sroalalers who will tell their customers that
the superior

excellence usually accorded to certain
makes-of pianos

profit on it than he does on those of the best manufacture,
Such a man would never think of buying an axe or a

is all o myth: that these makers have merely
reputation,” and presume to charge high prices “got a
én the
strength of

should for the sake of the power within us, in order
to

harder work anth inferior results,

this
is usually false, aithongh sometimes the dealer mayAllreall
y

the tendency toward discontent, in whatever form it may

t
a thick axe for chopping, nor a plans
Nor would he depend solely on the recommend:

numbered among those whose compositions were ranked
above all others.
7

It cannot and ntwer, will be. No one can hope to
such abilities. We

combine, in the highést degree,

‘ite better development, curb by our self-determination
show itself.

i

eh

gaw ora plane on any auch principle, He knows very
well that,to buy a cheap tool of these kinds. means

He would:

b

it;that other makers produce jast-as good

instruments and sell them for less money,
etc.

n of

ye

Can you give to'all men their due? Can you bea
partisan and yet be just? Can you honestly anid earn-:

estly believe in yourself, asyou certainly should do—tryto make your method’better and more effective, attract

to your studio clientage and yet be fair to your rival?

Many of us would not admit that we are jeslous of our

rivala, but‘if we Woretoanalyze our thoughts, words,

deeds, we'would be disgusted at the littleness too often

there displayed.

It is far harder to praise another even

where praise is due than manyrealize. An innuendo often

does moré hapm than a frank criticism, and js decidedly

cowardly,
Competition-i# a fair condition of success
and yon cannot afford to be unjust in your estimates
of others,
,
Papils, too, can praise their teachers without
unnecea-

sary denunciation of those teachers’ rivals,
chickens, come home to roost,

yy

a

Happily the day of the musical

Curses, like

Lon

‘crank’! ig rapidly

ally an extension of the nervous and mukcular sepecetye; way’ than 80, it costs more to buy an instrament in this
to rely wholly on the deater’s word and one’s

fect ‘own: native shrewdness; but it is, after all,
the shrewd,
upon the tone;quality. Touch and tone ate the firet and
common-sense way of buying piano, if the bayer demost important things to bo considered in acquiting a sires
one
which
can be depended on for fine, artistic
good technic, Tone-quality, so far aa it depends upon work,
Lét every

buyer use the same common-sense in
the player and not upon the maker of the instrament,
purchasing 8 piano that he would in buying-a reaper, or.
is the result’of touch; but if the actionof the piano is
any other piece of machinery of which he gid not happen
not sensitive to even the slightest modifications of touch,
to be'a judge, and he will not be likely to go far astray.
if it be heavy and clumsy, no amount of practice or But
he who, knowing nothing of the requirements of
training will enable the player to make a good tone, to artistic
piano-playing, preaumes to select on his own

fading into oblivion. The musician who depended upon
his mauneriams for his reputation is becoming conspicu- +
ous by his absence. There are still some musical?
orcrostonces of this sort, and tricksters ofaworse kita produce singing quality,
or to become anything but an . erqde notions of what is good, or trusts blindly to the
abound also, but does the musical profession deserve the inartistic
per. It ig not enough, either, that statements of interested dealers, or buys
reputation of ‘famous tricksters?’’, The musician the action piano-thom
anything because
be
easy,
There
are plenty of ld, worn-out it tscheap, is pretty sure to come to grief, The
should not be blamed for the foolishness of the public, pianos the action of
cheapwhich
has
become
easy
by
long uso “ est pianos, indeed, would be dear at any price, There
and if.the pupil pins faith to some peculiarity of action, and wear, which
nevertheless are not of the sensitive and are thousands of pianos sold every
responsive tyne. They do not, indeed, offerthe same which
no good pianist would take
Honesty, however, is ‘honesty, and no teacher ¥hould
| resistance to the muscles as do the stiff clumsy actions of
obliged to give them storage-room,
Fa
w

* that ia the pupil's own lookout,
*

year in this country

as a gift, if he were

ie

THE
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the weakness of body
‘The last eupreme effort
mental solo for Fugire,
7”
awiah,
*' Allis gone but-the

compelled him to drop the pen,
was the composition’ of a supplefor which the latter had expressed

“ preferred that simplicity in music in, which-the expres:
sions of the

ideas of love, joy, ox sorrow
brought tears to the eyes, to meaningless has often
technical

achievements,

head!” he said while writing it,

“T never found writing-so easy.

Ican arrange and con-

tinue and listen to ideas withoat being called
to a leason,

to see friend, to the performance of outside
duties, or
to dinner or teal Whata pleasure to be ableto
think ~
consecutively |?
There is something pathetic in the fact that in all
his

Must it, then, be forced upon

us that
this ‘power of \gneaning deeply”
is one of the rarest
gifts of the gode?—that it ia aki to genius,
and that no
caltivet

ion can give it? Technical

smanta

dered it out-of sight for long, but itis the
spirit of
id of all true art—the power by which Orpheu
s

‘on souls, which somehow cannot be got
into‘an ex-*
ination

paper, and which hardly seems recogni

busy straggling
lifethe music lover wasdenied the luxury
of uninterrupted labor tll chased by malady
to a couch
of death, =

zed
‘when it exists. Letus in imagination
reverse all this,
make the higher ideal and meaning of
music sought for
Lingering consumption, the reeult of a cold taken by before all in the work of onr musical students, and we
may produce the great purpose of music,
passing suddenly frem heat te cold, was the
which is to say
catise of his thing you mean deeply, in
the strongest and clearest
death. Always frail and slender of form, M.
Godard possible way,
4
ere
had a habit of stooping his shoulders forward
that. was
«
ey
*
not conducive to counteract any predisposition
, and he
It is nearly as great an absurdity
had a little hacking habit of clearing the throat
tolrequire of any
that in- critic that he
should equal in execution even the
dicated a weaknegs to those not accustomed to
work
it.
which he condemns, as to require
of the audience
“which hisses piecgofvocal music that they should
in.
stantly chant it in truer

MUSIOAL UTTERANOES OF RUSKIN.
Aumost évery month we have the, sad intelligence

impart that some great musician has passed away.

to

This

time death atrikes one\of the lesser composers, but one

who of late years has grown quite popular with pianists,
His “‘ Au Matin” and ‘Second Mazurka” have sold by
the hundred thousand. Thereis scarcely apublisher, be
he ever20modest, who has not ome or more of his compositions in his catalogue.
Godard was born in Paris, August 18, 1829, and died

harmony themselves.

°

Fett

Tue best music, like the best painting, is entirely
popular; it at once commends itself to. every one, and does

,

A well disposed group
notes in music will some-,
40 through all ages. ‘The worst music, like the worst times make you weep and ofsometi
mes Jaugh. You can
painting, commends itself at first, in like
manner, to express the depth of all affections by these dispositions
ninety-ine people out of a hundred, but after doing of sound ;you can give courage
to the soldier, language
them its appointed qaantity of mischief, it is forgotte
n, to the lover, consolatio#f to the mourner, more joy to
and new modes of mischief composed.
- the joyful, more humility to the devout,
Can you do
as

much by your group of lines?

eee

front of Whiteha

Do you suppose the

ll, a singularly beautiful one, ever
at Cannes, January 11, after a lingering illness. The twoOF course art gift and amiability of disposition are spires the two Horse
Guards, during the hour they sit
‘different things; a good man-is not.necesgaril
following account is taken from the Paris correspondent Painter,
y a opposite to it,
with military ardor?
nor does an eye for color necessarily imply an
of the Musical Courier, Fannie Edgar Thomas :—,
:
Hatt
honest mind, But great art implies thecaifion of both
Benjamin Godard was:the son of a remarkable busiTake any noble musical sir, and you find,
ness manofParis, who was also musical, His mother powers; it is the expression, by an art gift of a-pure
on examinwas 8 musician as well, and his great grandmother was soul. if the gift is not there we can have no-art at all 3 ing it, that not one even of the faintest or shortest notes
and if the soul, and @ right soul too, is not
there, the can be removed without destruction to the whole Passage
Irish.
-art is bad, however dextérons, But also remember that in which it occurs; and that every note
Hetwas a born musician and played the violinin publio
in the passage ig
atthe age of nine, A pupil of the great Vieuxtemps, thevart gift itself ia only the reault of the moral charac- twenty times more beautifal so introduced, than it would
ter of generations. A bad woman may have
have been if played singly on the instrument,
he made many concert toura with hig master in
a
sweet
Germany,
*TF,*
and was even then spoken of as a.“ virtuoso."’ He voice, but that sweetnesa of voice comes of the past
morality
’ of her race.

studied compgsition with Reber..

That she

can eing with it at all,
If you are
, and sing.false notes, it does not
At sixteen his first work, a sonata for violin and piano, she owes to the determination of laws of music by the “matter how truesinging
the worde-ate, If-you sing’ at all, you
‘ery act, every impulse of virtue
was published. From that day till the hour when the morality ofthe past.
“
must
sing
sweetly
; if you color at all you must color
vatureg. face, voice, nervous
pen was literally taken out of his fingers by death he and vice, affects in a)
rightly.
power and vigor and harmony of invention,
:
never ceased composing. Tho variety
at»once.
*

of his work, qua-

tuors, trios and sonatas for different inetruments,
won

for him the prix Chartier from the Institute. He
received the prix Monbiné for hia opera ‘Jocelyn,” sleo
and
he was Chevalier de li Légion d'Honneur.
His operatic works are “' Pedro de Zalamea;"’ in four
acts, played at Antwerp in 1884; Jocelyn,” played in

‘Brussels and in

Perseverance in rightness of human conduct,
renders,
after a certain number of generations;
in art possi-

ety

Tn & well-composed air, no note, however
short or

ble; every sin clouds it, be it ever so little a one; an

low, can be spared, bat the least is ‘as necessary as

the
persistent vicious living.and following of pleasu ¥én- greatest ;no note, however prolonged, is tedious; but
the others prepare for and are benefited by ita duration
der, after a certain number of generations, all’ art re
im;
possible. Men are deceived by the long-suffering of the -no note, however high, is tyrannous; the others prepare
laws of nature. . . . And for the individual, assoon as for and arebenefited by its exaltation; no note, however

Paris in 1888; ‘Le Dante,” four
you have learned to read, you miay,’as I ssid, know him ‘low, is overpowered, the othera Prepare for and s}mpa~ Played in Paria in 1890: ahistoric drama “ Jeanneacts,
to the heart's core, through his “art, Let his gift’ be thize with its humility; and the result is, that each and
Arc,” played at the Chitelet in 1891, and Les Guelfes,d’in five acts, not yet published. Besides these are some” never so cultivated to the height by the sohools of a every note has a value in the. position assigned to it,
great race of men 4,it is still but a tapestry thrown over- which, by itself, it never possessed, and of which, by °
~ twenty-four artistic studies for the piano, ard
‘ Lanterne
separation
~

6

Magique,” a suite characteriatique, in five parts

» Symphonies—Symphonie, Gothique, Symphonie an@in theB
“flat, Scdnes Poetiques, Symphonie Ballet’ Symphonie
Orientale, Symphonie Légendaire. .
co)
‘Then there are works for solos, choruses and orchestras, of which “ LeTasgo,” in 1879, gained the prize
la Ville de Paris, and was many times given at’ theof
Chtelet concerts ; also “ Diane,” podme antique, given
under, the direction of the compo: sex at the Pasdeloup
concerts,
;
He was-but forty-five years old and was n6t married.
He lived with his mother and: sister, on Bouleva

rd de
Clinchy, the modest, simple and industrious existenc
that marks the French artist. Inexpressibly tender ande
gentle in character, he loved his mother with a profound
-gnd ardent attachment. All his care and thought
“for her, and the greatest pain of his last days was wasin
thought of the tears ehe must shed.
Last aatumn- work on ‘* La Vivandidre,” which was~
Propating for the Opéra Comique, was suddenly heinterrupted by the ordéP of his phydician to leave Paris for
“Cannes, where, with the will born of love for hia creation,

he labored to bring it to completion when attimes

from.

hia own being and inner soul: .

ov

deprived,

atate

There is no music in a “rest” that Iknow
of, but
there's the making of music in it, And
people are
always missing’ that part of the life melody,
and scram-

bling om without cdunting, not, that it’s eagy
to count;
but nothing on which so‘much depends
ever is easy;
yet “all one’s life isa music, if one touches
the notes

“rightly and
o in time,’”

*

* * *

But alas! in our generation,

%

be instantly
4

wha

Music is the nearest at hand, the most orderly, the
most delicate, and the most perfect of all bodily
pleas: +:
ures, it is also the only one which is equally helpfal
to;
all the ages of man, helpful from the nurse's song
to her
fant,
to the music, unheard of ‘others,
7!
whichch so often
‘
aunts the death-bed of pure and innocent spirits,
wate

the others, it would
z
*

:

ring of musio by an enthusiastic and highly

executant differs from the grinding of
a street
And:the change in the tone of public feeling,

cedbyfamiliarity

i

with such work, would soon be
ical enjoyment, if having

enstomed only to hear black Christy's blind fid.

dlers, and hoarse beggars scrape or howl about
their

streets, they were permitted daily audienceoffaithfal and

gentle orchestral rendering of the work of the highest

classical masters.

a* * ia *

ia

7

The primary question, is—Can you play? Perfectly

you.never can but by birth gift.

The entirely first-rate

musicians and -painters are born ; ‘like Mercury, their

words aréxmusic, and their touch is gold;.

sound and

music the ideal and color wait on them from theiryouth
, and no practice will
music the
practical seem to have agreed in their
ordi- ever enable other human creatures to do anything like
nary rounds to part company~the practical, of course,

in the ninéteenth century, trinm pbantly

nating ;
though there are few of us'who, if sakedpredomi
the question,
would not snewer truthfully enough how greatly they
9
os

them.

, . .

But the miatter must still depend on

practice as well as.on genius, . ,
your care as a student, on the whole is not to be given to the quality of

your piano, but of your touch.

.

i

THE
PRAOTIOAL

PEDALING FOR TEAOHER
|
PUPIL,

.

—>

=

=

the foot following after the hand and rising
when Berceuso the siccenta in ‘the base ‘should be merely
the hand falls, in such-wise that the scale playedonlystaccato
strong enough to'form a background for the pianissime
by the hand is rendered legato by the foot. The diff melody
;in Liszt's Polonaise in B major; on the con,
culty is, of course, to break up the sympathy between the trary, they
should be given with'all possible vigor aiid
hand and the foot;

AND

BY*FREDERIO 8, Lay.

the latter must, 80 to speak, play

Se
Tx modern piano
is becoming of more
of the foot, hitherto
of attention, There

ETUDE.

music the use of the damper pedal
and more importance ; the technio
neglected, is receiving its due share
is-even the beginning of a literature

elasticity.

“out of time with the hand; from this we get the term

—

“‘syheopated pedal,’ applied to this manner of pedaling
.
A little prelimin’ry practice with the foot alone is
ad-

Between these two extremes is an almost

number of gradin
es
foree which are often drawn

upOn for one and the same composition,

visable for the pupil before he attempts to pedal himself,

The most practical way ié to count in triple measare,
on thesubject; Schmitt, Kébler, Quidant, Verrino, have bringing the foot down on the second count, holding
it ,
sil written treatiseson
the management of the pedal—

in Knllak’s " Art of Touch" and in Mason’s Touch

SHARP BUT TRUE,

down throughout the third, and bringing it up promptly

on the first.

This should be eontinued until the synco-

and Technic,” Book IV, may be found valuable information as to pedal effects,
cad
Teachiers begin to realize that pupils muat be taught

down

inatinctively seek to remedy it by recourse to the as yet

it ia well worth the time and trouble involved ; unless

pated rhythm of the foot is fully realized, then the scale

can be played in the opposing rhythm, the hand brought
on one

and rising on three,

.

\

.

Tn reading the “advance” notices that are showere
d
on fortunate editors it would seem as if we had landed

in

musical Utopia wherein

homan nightingales

and lastly.
and
two
phenomenal geniuses wére as plentiful as autamn leaves,
to pedal properly; it doed-not answer to relegate the should be combined. . Thisisbest done at first bythedividquestion to an advanced stage of progress, which in ing the task between teacher and pupil; let the teacher It i& sho triumph of optimism wKere everything is better
many cases is never~reached. Pupils who are pot firat pedal while the pupil plays and vice versa, until the than the best. Unfortunately advertising repeats itself,
and under the chill of past éxperiences enthusi
allowed to use the pedal become conscious of a lack in latter has mastered the double rhythm sofficientl
asm
y to from
fever heat dows to the freezing point. Wheresinks
their playing soon after leaving the primary, grade, and combine them successfully. It may take some time,
are
but

forbidden adjunct.
Unlbse the ear is more than usually
independence of hand and foot be acquired piano
musical and acute these attempts at pedaling are crude’ playing is bound on the one hand either to be jerky and

and faulty, finger work is blurred, harmonies obscured, disconnected, or, on the other, to be muddy and obscure,
The scale cati be played in octaves as well as in gintechnic. These faultsteachers of the old school sought gle notes? Played by the left hand on the bass keys it
to remedy by placing a ban on the pedal ; they regarded is particularly instructive, since the lower tones have s
the ear becomes dulldd to fiaer points of expression and

it with suspicion, as calculated to cause discord and con-

fuller and

longer vibration than those in the treble and

the human

nightidgales of Inet year?

Many of them

proved to be little better than owls;
some were

ewans—
of the voiceless kind—and some possessed talent,
but
did not possess strength enongh to bear thWheavy weight

of their own advertisements.

The new artists, with rare

exceptions, were marsh gas that flickered feebly and
un-

steadily for a time and then vanished into darknes
s.
Iisa cheerlesa.truth that the older the world
grows
in civilization the rarer is talent of the phenomenal
kind.

fasion rather than a concord of sweet sounds,
thus become the determinjhg factor in skillfal pedaling,
For the Hummel-Czerny school of playing, with its For that reason most
spécial pedal practice should be In the matter of intélect the many profit at the expense
pearly scales, its modest tonic and dominant arpeggios, done on the middle
dnd lower tonea, and a great deal of. of the few;talent is diffused rather than concentrated
~ and the artist who is better than the beat existe in imagthe pedal ig, to be sure, far from being as indispensable it with the left hand alone. The technic

as in the Thalberg-Liszt schpol,-to say nothing of the
wonderful development of tone color by the artists of
the*present day. The mysterious violoncello effect’
which Joseffy draws from the piano in Chopin's Ber-

ceuse, the trumpets and violing which we hoar ao plainly
when Paderewski playa Liszt's arrangement of Mendels-

of the left hand
and that of the foot are closely connected, ag will be “ ination only. With the spread of education and the
improvement of taste, more is required of the artist who.
is ambitious to be ranked among the famous few.
:
higher grades,
It is
In passages which can be played legato with the fin-'. “denvonstrable that at the present time good pianists are
gers the same rule of taking the pedal after the tone more abundant tharat any previous era; that there are
must be vigorously observed. In legato playing the even many amateurs who are equal in every respect to
pedal is used to strengthen and beautify the tone by tak- some dead and forgotten pianists who once were ad-

seen in considering the question of pedaling in

sohu's ‘Wedding March’ and elfin music from the
‘'Midauinmer ‘Night's Dream,” the bright staccato of ing advantage of the sympathetic yibration of related mired for their rare skill. This diffusion of skill, howflutes and piccolo which fairly sparkles from the piano strings. For a full’explanation of this and many other over, Fésults in s demand for higher skill 5 if we were a
in Sherwood’s playing of the ‘' Magic Fire Scene" from

the “Walkie,” are all produced by the pedalin conjunetion with various qualities of touch.

ingenious pedal effects the reader ia referred to Hana

Schmitt's exhaustive treatiso—“Tho Pedals of the

Only the vietudo Pianoforte.”

can bring ont such effect with ease and sureness, but

it ia quite possible for pupils no farther advanced than

the beginning of the intermediary. grades to learn to
pedal clearly and successfally,
;
The first step is to realize the sustaining power of the

pedal. Play the scale of C in slow tempo with one
finger,—say the fore-finger, clenching the others into a

fist, in order to preclude any legato effect,—note that a
reat must occur between every tone,
since the same

For illastration play the scale as hefore

given for » complete cessation of vib:

which is strack before the pedal be used fort]

appedrance..

that very few”
&
in which the
balle rise in”

heralds their

Good art like good wine needs no bush;

it is only quackery and bad grammar that advances any

ing tone; the stronger the touch and lower thie tone, the claims to be better than the best. In art matters there
longer must be the time allowed. As the higher.tones ia no king of the Belgians who can royally award fame

since there are no dampers to these strings.

as the hand, and, furthermore, that a rest must occur’
It is on this greater power of vibration possessed by
between each separate use of the pedal for the raising the long bass strings of the piano that the next two
and lowering of the foot, precisely:similar to the rise points depend and which have'to do with playing of
the
and fall of the hand in playing the staccato scale. It ia most advanced grades.
a
evident that if the hand and foot observe these rests at
First, the power of one atrong tone or chord in soft:
the sama time, nothing ia gained from the sustaining enjng dissonance which occur through a prolong
6
power of the pedal; whereas, if we divide them in such oflaretedal. This dominant tone or chord is u

a way that the foot is down when the hand is up, and

ideal must always be higher than the prevailing arttaste,

in triple measure but legato, with both hands, taking and at the present time the ideal is so high
the pedal on the first count of every measure. It will artiats can reach it even on tip-toe.
This rich intellectual soil is the hotbed
be‘found that each tone is prolonged into the one following, and that the only way to secureia pure'scale'is to let toadstoola of humbug flourish; art puff
rich crops and the dazzling advance notice
the pedal follow the fingers as before, -

finger is used for each one; now sustain a tone by the Bre reached the influence of the pedal becomes leas
action of the pedal, raising the bard but keeping the foot marked and in the upper two octaves it ceases entirely,

down, it will be seen that the foot can hold.tone as well

nation éf Chopins it would inevitably follow that the

famous pianist must be a greater artist than Chopin. The

on-his own account.

The puff direct-has become nau-

seating and it is soniewhat surprising that artista should
It may be that
eubmit themselves to its degradation.
the advance notices state nothing more than the truth;

but they aro lacking in modesty just the same and 20
may be jnatly regarded with suspicion, When a man

claims to be better than the best, he has no right to be

offended with those who, while waiting for demonstra-

in the bass and calls‘for a greater development of ‘the

vice versa, we secure a legato effect, dince the téhe ia left hand than pupils very often attain. It can be illus:
-Itis a common occurrence for pupils to appear for
always sustained either by the hand or by the fost. trated by the following passage from Schumann’s “ Pa:
‘their lessons with the idea that they are quite perfect in
This, théFéfore, givea the fandamental rule in pedaling; pillons:"—
the work that wasgiven them to do. They start in with
that the pedal must’ be taken after the tone. Theexcep,
First play the right hand alone with the pedal as a'great deal of assurance to rattle off the exercise, and
‘tions to this role are so few that they may be safely dia- markéd—the
confusion of tones’ will be immediately are mach surprised when-the teacher stops them with
regarded; they only occur when it is desired to use the
noticed. «Then play it with both hands; if the first the remark that this or that note was wrong. These /“
pedal with staccato tones or those separated by resta. a pte of the left hand
in each measure be played with ‘interruptions are repeated ‘at ‘frequent intervals until
The best wey ofillustrating this rule is to Iet the pupil
sufficient accent, the ear will detect nothing of the pre- finally the pupil is requested to~play the exercise all
rest the toe of his foot on the teacher’s foot, which has
vious confusion, the scale passage in octaves will sound over ‘again and very slowly. The very same mistakes
been placed on the pedal, while the latter gives the
delightfully clear and legato, the accented tone seems,
various examples of pedaling. ~This little device can be as it were, to swallow.up the dissonances, Unless the are again made (it seems so natural todrop the fingerg
in, the wrong place, having been practiced that way),
applied with happy resalts to all uses of the pedal; the
left band has sufficient,
rand elasticity to bring out ali? now'the pupil himself hears the false notes but finda
illustrations are appreciated

gained in any other way.
should first be taken

with a gertainty not to be

The different ateps which

by the teacher before being at-

such accented tones, the pliying is apt to be weak and

ineffective.

It is, of course, not necessary that the ac-

cents be always

absolutely "forte—they must simply

it difficult to correct

them.

Had-the exercise

been

properly studied at the outset, the faulty method of |

playing would never have been contracted and mach
in, giving the fundamental tone the solidity time: would have been saved. The ‘‘slow but sure”
seale, then the scale with the pedal rising avd-falling dominate
which
is
requisite,
and’
vary
with
the
character
of
the
is particularly applicable to prastice—The
with the hand, and Instly with the correct action of pedal, composition or passage, For instance, in Chopin's maxim
‘Sad’
.
ie

tempted by the pupil are these: first, the slow staccato

é
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BIG PROFIT for the dealer, no commission for the friend who introduces
you or the solicitor who calls on you.

the best composers, for the cultivation of .

“TECENIO, TASTE, and SIGHT READING,
carefillly edited, fingered,”phrased, aiid.annotated,
and supplemented with complete directions for the
application of Mason’s “‘ System of Touch and Tech-

nic,” for.the production of a modern style of playing.

| Mr. Mathews has had the help of other noted musi- We have no agents, and do not emcians and teachers,
and they have taken the whole}
fleld of piano studies and selected therefrom such as
are most useful for meeting every necessity in a

Btaceatella,
Arabian NI

ploy any solicitors, and consequently

save you all this expense, which does
not improve the value of the Piano,

teacher’s experience. Teachers will be delighted
with the sterling musical and useful technical

qualities of these études,
RB
,
There ‘are ten’ grades, a volume to each grade,
each contqining about thirty pages. Every difficulty

but certainly does increasé the cost.
You have nothing to show for this

is prepared by being first introduced in its most

simple form,
aabeae
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useless dealer’s expenses and. agents’

commissions, but in buying from’
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their rest time reading over new music
for their
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classes,

Mrs, ae
M. K. BraxHam,
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Ihave received Mathews’ “Graded Studies,’”a

after carefully examining it, find the work to b
admirable

nddition to the preceding parts.

to suit all pocket-books. Write to
*

Mathews certainly deserves credit and praise:for
presenting

such a splendid graded work to 3)

us for catalogue and -prices, and any ~
| further information you may wish.

public, and every. conscientious teacher ought to
examine
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use of it, as it advancea the

scholar very rapidly, also produces good players,
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si
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We would call the attention ofour
readers tothe

make the price 85 cents postp
aid;

student

to the needs of almost every student.

once asked Hauptman a question
on a musical
subject ;he replied that he did not
know anything
about it but intended writing a book
on it. The

We would like t®know thag the
majority of our
reader

should

Dictionary of Music.”

a*y

main motive (which is by no means
a poor one)
be self-culture,

bound if brown

We call attention toa full-page adver
tisement of
some new works, which will be found
partof this issue. These works we do in another
not publigh,
but keep on hand in quantities,
They are not all
new, but ‘are of recent date, and
unknown to
many. The songs are such that
sell daily, and

have

acquired

some

popularity on their merit.

The left-hand music is a complete
list of all there
is good in this line.

able.

We mean, in the future, to keep before
our

readersall the valuable works wherever
published,
These lists are thoroughly reliab
le, and are placed
there on their merits
,

%

etary

We are still troubled daily by receiving

postal
card orders unsigned.
We send our patrons Blank
postals directed to us, and a print
ed order. blank

s had the beiefit of the use of “ Grove’

This ig the most complete
musie; it is handsomely

cloth, gilt tops, and

is in four

volumes, with separate index, The
regular price
dis $25.00—our price of $18,50 is lower
than it can be

purchased anywhere.

To responsible parties we
are willing’to make the payment easy, and
will

do
all we can to assist them in possessing this
grand
work.+

+

ee

i

there

by the post-mark, and handwritin
g,

ig an element

of uncert

a card on hand, directed,

aete
ara

?

3

$1 00 each.

double this in any book or books
we publish

;
te., for two subscriptions the cash premi
um is 30

cts, or 80 cts. if taken out in our books,

ge ‘and
select their commencement music
, for
have many novelties in duetts, trios, these we
quartettes,

¢te., which-we will send for
inspection if desired.
Remember,

it is not necessary to return your first
package (if you already have one)
in order to get

afresh

supply.

_We do not require the

id
:

“6
We have just manufactured another
jot of 500
Pocket Metronomes,
The sale ofthese little
instrument
s is wonderful,
and it is a pleasure

tous
to know that: its usefulness and
practicability are

On three

subscriptions the cash deduction is 90
cents} or
$1'80if taken out in our books, and so
on to the
end,

|

It must, however be understood that we
do nét

give both the cash deduction and musi
cal;or book

£f the latter (the musical. premium) is.

desired, the full annual

subscription

must
music replénisked with a fresh packa
ge, for the . the be sent with each name.
spring term. We have published
names af parties getting up
Manynew an ~
if no objection is made.”
interesting subjects during the past few
month
s,
and we ‘will gladly send them to any
ee
pati ons on
eee
Tequest. Many are beginniug to arran
os

reminder; still many do not
sign. their pames.~ music for your pupils,
This causes delay and annoy
ance.
We trace a.
great many
eae
but

are as follows—for 2, $1.35 each:
8, $180;

5,.$120; 8, $1:15; 10, $1.10; 15, $1055 and4,$120 25:
of
more,

Premium.

Now is the time to haveyour suppl
y of On-Sale

return of
on the other side. At first we
had printed at the On-Sale music befpre June or July, and then “all
top of the card “ Don’t forget to sign
your name ;”” not sold can be returned in one package, so do not
we found in many cases this was
not seen, 80 we ‘hesitate about taking advantage of our offer, but
had printed in larger type at the
bottom, another Jet-us help you in selecting good and instructiye

ainty
in this,
We trust greater care will be exerc
ia din the
future. Some of our patrons maay
not have these
cards; if not, we will send one with
the next order. Our plan is to send a-bla
nk card with every
order received Written on a catd.
In this way a
teacher always-has

x

e
subjects
i
published, and ia invaluable to teacHecal
r, student, " If musical premiums are preferred we will allow.
or any one interested in
just

will positively close March Ist,

-

*

work of reference.on music and
nousi

the Prizes are offered, are for Tuz

, and from
this point of view only they afeErvpe
judged. The
competition

a*ats

*

price, $150,

We will publish

cltibs of 10 or more,
;

.

In the Publisher's Notes, some time g0,
we made

mention of bi;

we had manufactared.

ic paper of extra quality which

We wish to say. that this paper

has given undoubted ‘satisfaction wherever
used, so
much

indeed, that we have had copying books
made
from the same quality of paper, believi
ng thgt our
patrons are willing to'pay a little more
and get a book
which, for quality is not to bé compared
to similar

books which are already on the market,

For particulars see our advertisement in another part

of the Jour:
:

m4

ma ‘*
wa
ty

‘MUSTO BOOKS BELOW cost.
Ix going overour Books at the beginning of the year, _
we find that we have much
surplus atock that muat be

disposed of at.any price. We
appreciated; the small price at which
they are Sand:
ool works, which we
sold (50 cents, Postpaid) bring
them within the are en rel¥ new, but perhaps
in
reach of
all, =”
:
worn,
®
=”
o
ay ee
,
_
Every
volume contains plenty
i"
~
*
We are récelving many
home, circle;

have made a list“of the
give below. The goods
some cases a little dust-

i

of good music for the

it-ia well to, always have on the organ or
have just published a Writing
orders for Fowler's
Pad, or Figkible “Gem ” Music Binder
;, they are a really piano a variety of music for sight reading. We want
of blank music paper put in tablet It consists Practical and durable-Binder, and atthe very low “place the works where they will do more good than onto
hundred pages, about the size of commeform of one Price at which we offered them in last, month's our shelves. The sacrifice we make in price, we feel,
rcial note Publisher’s Notés should soon
will clear out the whole stock in a few days after this
paper, 7 x 10} inches, ten blank
all be-sold. The
staves on a page.
cheapest have never been sold for less
On the Inside cover Dr. Clarke has
than $3.06, issue is in the readers’ hands.
‘written a - and they run as high as $4.50.
We have placed
them al] Together, and all will
PRIOR)
+}
A
go at the one

* We

Tablet, called Clarke’s Writi
ng Tablet.

-

price
of 81.50, postpaid ; the finest ones
will bé disposed

-¥

One fifth priceand postage,

four to seven cents.

The postage ranges from

Wo will average it at five conte.

sy,

th

\

ae
Re
»

This will make the price of 85-cent books, 12 cents each,
delivered,
Ee
7

The sacrifice in price can be seen at once. The price

by the hundred on the 85-cent bogitais 80 cents.

If the. selection is left to us we will send five of the

books postpaid for 50 cente,
~ 8 Brill nt, Giffe.

fe

85 Cryts ace,
18 Pure Diamonds,

TESTIMONIALS. .
.The Mathews’ Vol. X came to hand
greatly pleased with it, only one of

‘yesterday. .Lam

programmes.
i.
the études had
ever saw-before, and that being suck a dear old friend II
ir. A. R,Parsons,

was delighted to aee it in its new appearance,

«I refer to
the Revolutionary Study by Chopin. I am more
than
satisfied with every one of the ten numbers.

aes

E. L, Brapiey.:

1 Budsof Promise, Wight.
1 Christian, ,
1 Crown, Root,

6 an urgent d demand d fefor just
sacl
ve
“Murray.
* Handbook of Music and Musicians,’
9 Royal Gems, Murray.
convenient shape a vast amount af valu1 Singing on the Way,
ion, and I shall take pleasure in using and
8 Crowning Trinzph,
Jewitt.
The “Ooncone Studies" is avery besutifal edition, recommending it."”
:
:
Armstrong.
a Bong Evangelist Shook, : well selected;
The
Philadelphia
Ledger says: .‘¢ While forexhaustive
and,beautifu
phrased and fingered and
1 Gaelaads ofPraise,
‘1'Songs of 1 Beuleh, Bar- ably edited, which reflgctslly great
information-an
encyclopedia
like
Grove
must
still take
creditto
Mr.
Calvin
B,
ringer.
precedence, the new
‘Handbook’ will fill a lesa ima very usefiil and instructive work.
2 Garner, Sweeney.
.23 Bongs-of Faith, music, -Oady, ond is, now
portant
mission
with
equal
success.”
é
Wu.
M. Semvacurr.
1 Glad Tidings,
Emerson.
Hoffman, Bas.
., Mathews, Music (Chicago), writes:
‘The strength of
6

_

Golden
‘ays, }Armatrong.
+ ~1-Golden Rule, Straub.
1 Good News, MoIntosh..
8 Gospel of Joy; Speck.
2 Gospel Singer, Phi

5 Songs of New Life,
Bentley.
1Songs of Redeeming
Love, No. 1.
=.
1Songs of Redeeming
Love, No. 2,

5 Our Glad Hosanna,
Doane.
na

20 Pearl, Kieffer,
1 Peerless Praises”

Siveeney.

ms Kirkpatrick.

1 Pare Delight, Case,

2

1 Beacon Light, Hoffman
1 Bible Songs.

110

ae

10

1 Garner and Quiver, Sweeney.

165

1 Glad Hallelujah, Sweeney.

3 Good as Gold, words onl,

the dest works; admitting nothing of the trashy sqrt, ,S¢? ROom 112, New York City
Whenever chance affords { recommend your house.
@ LONDON COLLEGE OF MUsIO. EXAM.
.
dumaM. Srevors, "THE LONDON COLLEGE
MUSIO. BX. the
We hove received
the “Celebrated
Pianista of the cbove welleknowa College dariugOF Tore
Pianists
;"am theoretical music have been héld in many cities in

1 Shining Strand, Hodge tba er).

: receive
d the
America, The next theory examination will be held in
16 more then pleased. You certainly
thanksof March and practical examinations (piano, violin, vocal,
10 thousands of music

1 Silver Cymbal, Orr Gover).

teachers,
ote.) in May and Juve, and representative profserional
men are required for all cities and important towns unto advance their interests in the rémarkably low price represonted;
For all details, requirementa
liste,
y ete,
you offer your publications, Mns: Hartz Courrox.
“address The! Organizing Seoretary for America abdGant

to whom you are
val. usble aid, both Pra
through Tuerf Eropeand in yoursuchefforts
di

18 Song Garland, Suffern

2 Songe of Bliss, Blies

wortls only, (paper:

J Songs of Faith, Hope, and.Love, Holden

I consider the ‘ Hight Meseure Studies” of Wilson 84a, Srocrs Haxwonp, Mas. Doo., Reading, Pa,

1‘
“ Grace and Glory, Vail,
1“
«the Bible, Ogden,
6 Spirit of Praise, Arthur.

G. Smith remarkably good... They bene
extent the advanced pupil ag well

1 Tried angTrue, Lorenz.

NYONE

+

2 Word of God,ied J. A. B..

80

Addresi

The copies of “ Colel
3
time for Christmas. It isan ‘in’

bI

in

Work, and most beantifully gotten'tp

prizemine.

pleasing and well graded collection.

MG.

very highly. **Concone’s Studies"

PRESSER,

1708 Caxsryur Sr., Parnaprppnza:

I now have the whole

ten

* adiscount.

CLUBBING

Se
RATES WITH

“THE

ETUDE.”

«We will: send any of the following periodicals and

" Tar Ervpx for the price named in the ‘second column :—

“Pub,”
Wien
Price,

;

Century Magazine

8t. Nicholas.

Independent (N,Y.
Peterson's Magasine,

Frank Leslie's Bopalar Monthly.

Harper's Magazineleasant
a

$4.00

5.00

1.25

2:80

8.00

Vick’s Illustra!

Hours,

on

4/00

8.00 4.00
22,00
8.00

7
B.00

grades of ‘ Mathews’

ek

Domestic Monthly..

Lippincott’s Magazin
Magic ....
Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only)...
*New York Observer (new subscribers only)
Home Journal (New York)..
~ Scientific American...
Seribner's Magazine
Demorest’s Magazine.
Voice Ma;

‘Wide Awake...
i

Concern the game of Musical Dominoes we have
received the following line:
&

It gives mo much pleasure and-is an excellent idea..«

Through repeated playing the.eye muat gainare

STUDYING

MU-

TEACHER,

240

00

50

8.00
8.00

8.60

2.25
276

NINE

YEARS’

EXPERI-

eight months’ atudy in music or art. For particulars‘snd
references, address G, Krups.

3

ANOTHER SONG BY_PHE COMPOSER OF~
the “ Year's Sweethwart,’’—'The Beautiful Ielé
of Nowhere.” Published by Mavvars, 769 Market
Street, San Franciaco. Prica 25 centa.

ant outward charm, that ought not to be underrate
Likewise will the incorrect valuation of the signs, an

jars. address at:her stadio, Room 19, Greble Building,
708-10 Chestiut Street, Philadelphia.

is extraordinarily facilitated. Simply the app:

these value-aigns as compared with the tires

-of the common domino pieces, gives to the game

asses. Or

cee

Phlte

Watat. OAs Paeaarupn, © 5.9

the Domino game ought to become popular.

3

coe

IMR

g. safe

- I have found ‘Celebrated Pianista of the Past and

Present,” received by’Christmas mail, so able.a rival to

payable in advance. Copy must be
by the 20th of the
Previous month to insure publication inrecelved
the next number,

:

RD THOUSAND JUST PUBLISHED—* HER-

man's Handbook of Music and Musicians,” oon-

individually.

eee

exhilarating incident-while playing.

8.00
8.50 Christmas festivities that I have devoted the day largely
8.00.
8
‘Yo-examining it,
- Mrs, W. W. Brox;
4.00 ~ 4.
2
A
:
3.25
8.75
7
SEs
ns
2.00 > °8.00
SPECIAL NOTICES.
F
5
8.00, 4.00° 5
on
Nee,
:
s
8.00
"4.00
Notices for this column inserted at $ conteaword for oneinsertion,
2,002.00

WITH

ence in two of the best charch schools in the West,

CTURES ON “THE* MASON TOUCH AND
-TECHNIO.""—Mre. Mary Gregory Murray, whose
ement by Dr. William Mason will be found in ansolumn, is prepared to take engagements for leobill
ong in this
Method, and to teach in

4:35

1.50 ..2.60

Address Tar Exups, Philadelphia, Pa.

wishes to chaperone four young ladies to New York for

especially the groups of notes, whereby ‘‘sight.

£00

450

_

Good for the New England Conservatory

2

tice in recognizing at a glance the value of

400 the incorrect “matches resulting, therefrom produc
8.00 many an

“oat,
¢Youn Beople
2100 2.75
8.00
Youth's Companion (aew subscribers only) 1.75
~

and indispensable aid to my teaching,
18s I, M, Spears.

1.75

#00

of Music.

alsoreceived. A'very>.

Course,” and I consider the whole work a most valuable

:

CONTEMPLATING

sic in Boston can have $76.00 worth.of tuition at

\6 White
Robes, Munger.
1 Winnowed Hymns, Macfarlan,

Lee

tical, clean, and’ pon-expensive copying apparatas, giv-

for me gives entire setaisetion. aa fact, T hare:feand, ing 160 copies from ‘all writings and music. Free inof Bensincrr Duritcaton Co., 53 Nasssa
your publications
as listed in catalogues sent always o: formation
3
ity.

ms every music student should have one.

8 Pretions Jewels, Mahaffey.:....
6 Service of Praise, Phillips
(paper).n.

.

minutes’ use of ‘Tar Express Dupuicarox,” a prac: ~

“ Howard’s Course in Harmony," which you selected

Past and Present,”” and we are delighted with it. Ithink highly successful in America and’Canada,eekanddalomee
dente
5d
160 Locat Representatives have been appointed in
: ;
Mrs. M.M.Psany, 7 over
U8.
A.
alone,
and
examinations
in
both
;
prectical
x
r
ene.
A
soneand
Received ‘my volume of ‘Celebrated

1 Hopkins’ Sacred Songa.

2Pealeof Gospel Songs, Ogden (raper

19 SongsofFaith, Hoffman,

M USIC_TEACHERS, BANDMASTERS, CHOIR
Leafera, etc., it is useless toil and waste of time
to sit writing MSS. ovér and over again all the day long,
when you can dgxas much, and do it better, by a few

and find them excellent in more wagethan one.
. B. Consow, Ja.

1 Gates of Praise, Lorenz,..
8 Gems of Praise, words only.

THEO.

the little ‘book is the presence of s number of, recent

names, which, having come to prominence very lately,

“ era not found in older works.’
‘
é
Music,’ price $1.00 (usual
' possa Yentsble featsoegood hing: 65Mr. Presser: “Herman's Handbook of
jas
been setting
before his patrona of late.
Amomg discount to teachers), can be ordered of any dealer, or

Studies,” Op.-60, by Smith, and am eure they will prove
of great value to ali who use them. 1 have played them
all through, and some of them several times as a test,

2 Wondrous Love, Case.

8 Chapel Echood, Jelley (paper) .,

=

Hauizron E. Cocswrt,

then Twenty-four Selected Erudee from Goneone of Te, Panacea.
a
1 Song Treasury, Kurzen- whicl
fore its arriv:
ad fears of surfeiting myrelf.
nabe.
Bat
ita reception became a'joy, onceI lost myself.in the A LADY OF CULTURE, HAVING TAKEN
4 Songs of Trit
succession of beautiful melodies. Being both finely 4 -large apartments, beaniifully located, desires a
Kirkpatrick.
fingered and annotated, they are, of course, well adepted
few etudents in languages. Christian ‘home influence.
4 Spicy Breezes, Prior,
4o
teachi
By ite
tevariety in one's Refers to editor of Tus irons. Address
Euise vow
1 Starry Crown’ Perkins. eahing
ene
ee
pee
Zexawoxr,
2Obstgarten, Zurich, Switzerland.
1 Sanny Side, Perkina,
I Have carefully examined new “Eight Measure
2 Wells of Salvation,

20 Heavenward, Bliss
20 Joyfal Songa, Mu:
T Light and Life,
McIn- tosh.
;

1 Cheerfal Songa, Pitt

Allow me to add my name to those who find¥' Mathews’ Graded Studies" most oxcellent.

*

=

Whph gratAct nad gre
Gencgmebyeste,”

1Ho‘TheSeiosema
ices eecaivah
ewaina were likewise moved,

2

Aupid's darthadproved
But when ho ooased s cry uprose,
1-Ob! letve thygiftwith ub
gered npenny th hia a
:
He
iald, “Mygifttoone tesont,
Wienke sbetter ietcament,

.
ig

*

"TIll gvorytrain,byove boguiled,

:

*

For terms and further partica-

-

¢ marrel of allsages."

“Mogra
bithe
lene
Heemeat ,
‘The maker's name is Geo. P. Bont
Ts will your haarta uplift,

v

‘

ae

i
*
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THE

ETUDE.

VALUABLE MUSICAL WORKS PUBLISHED BY THEODORE PRESSE
R, Philadelphia, Pa:
= Houtto
Understand Musie,Vols.1 and2 PUPILS’ LE
.

SSON BOUK

%

~

Price, 10 cents; $1.00
doz.
Ka Sy Mesnatians thepupil study;has per
'y8, hoursof practice, and other practi 9 serendoflesson

W, S. B. MATHEWS.
.
This work shows how to perfor
m intelligently, and with ax.

cal helps.Bhat
pani)ti
upotacict fers tear >|SPENGLER’S SYS
TEM
OF
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. TECHNI

PRACTICAL HARMONY FOR STUDENTS
BY

Price, half cloth, $150.

Rhythmics and Equalizations,
hand in hand.
hetge New
aneProgra
aa samplekept
cop, tothe Fat duveyile Exam ——ay!
ination Questions for Youn
Pe
g
7
ee

COURSE HARMONY.

‘Hoos in m

NEW LESSONS IN HARMONY.
By JOHN G. FILMORE, .
Priee, $1.00,
vanced
ey
preei
re
Tesher:
ch Asap eonaad onibe a
gular ortheo
sample copy to the Publis
A Standard Work.

g,
thorough, Simple ex
New features oft
value

Price,

$1.50.

PIANOFORTE
JOHN

B. HARVEY,

FILLMORE

b.

Teach

By E. W. KRAUSE.

e

Price, 81.50 in Boards.
aor Srtiemattoand Practical
Treatment
Notation, in the form of scales angof Measure (Time) and
used]
exerrises,
The work (ano
as;material for acquiringother
the ability toread
‘and play the plano correcti¥

BY M. Ss. MoRRIS.

5

Letter

<

Pricé, 10 cents,

-THE STUDY ( OF THE PIANO, “
ae especially appealsto
Ive teach
nee
stee
e
rcans
S
theBook
bebadfromthepublisher.
Pz RENT.

SYSTEM OF PBTAN ()
CHNIC.
By JAMES HAMILTON HOWE
.

Translated by M. A. Bier
Z stadt,

H ccioc Taree

Asthor ef Pisnofovte Instruction.

One hundredand

Clearly-éxpressed
ewer. MANY YALUABLM Penney eee RULE
S

an-

PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR.

x

JAMES HAMILTON HOWE,

PIANO

of

TEACHING.

ee Byas

Translated

by iM. AL BIERstapr,

Price, 28 cents,

#

plano.

PRINCESS

Interestin
and
g ‘Thoro

AND

and atudies, volomes
in systenethe pieces
ante
Tuference,

ves work for every teacher. Full #oatpald.
ofvaluable hints from one
‘greatest teachers of the

New Edition. New Exercises, School. of’-Emibell
Technical Material.

‘PLAYS

Containing the est lists of
voluntaries,
afrangei!

good

;

OR

SO

BEYOND

Price, 50 cents,

For Kindonna sen, Grivate Brinia
ry Schools

“~

SNOWFLAKE
THE

By Benjamin

chitipioh
collectic
of
lated Kind.
BEBO:
irten Songsand Plays from
emSystem of Touch and |S, Ajer,
a s ausaretion
joal TOGexplanation
Wordsttensenia
s,
aan
a
ood
a
musio. ly oatPlike,chasteandbosukli
vd Tovgt
Anterest
Rythin
ti
“Ecl
ly
leasing.
graded
Used and a
Brong
iog
iy
endow
ante
en
cI
Us
Mslcl
ans,
e
teache
rsaid Seese: t |INTaeCTs alCOS HARMON :
forten 7 °nAor
ST

.

*

FOR PRIVATE, CLASS
OR SELF-INSTRUCTION

in a comparatively short time,

a.
calculat
Bonn ay atMinis PPC BON. A. Help tothe],Directlys from
nea
i

Price, $t.00.
O78 hundredsnd Grent porate MRE,
eixty-t
wo questio:
laborate and

/

A Graded Course of, Study for Cabinet Organ.
y

Price, $1.25.

*

/
.

The libretto of this Oratorio
is taken from the Bible,

MUSIC.

co MFORT

PadePrice, $1.50

.

H.

ORAT

and
Brat re pltomizea of
reading. Usefill nodcare The
eo thefaking of Istuek
taining. Send for
fail description
consequeyt destractionFeruse
orsample
of the city, and the kings captivi
copy to Publisher. STUDIES
ty.
1N MEASURE AND RHYTHM.”

ntalns a school of embellishments, and ‘snsweremost of
the by the Leading

B y

A GRAND

ORIO.
By HUGH A. CLARK,
Mus.
Price, $1.60, Bound In Boards, Doc.

INDISPENSABLE TO MUSIO PUPTIS.
general

y

7

TERUSALEM.

‘Classes, Cor

B

MARGARET

theieee
successful they will give the self-confidence
culties overcome,
lng from dims.
those who fellthey will sok
plaloly indicate
where farthor studyandis tonegeganry.
much usefull information!
aires thorough and comprehenslvp knowledge ofasubjectto
one fe
adff aconrate Guswers toa series ofenable
questions, write out concise

By JOHN C. FILLMORE. %s

1a

Whys and Wherefores of Music,
ementary.

*

LESSONS- IN MUSICAL HISTORY.

HE ere west Ica A LEADING TEXT
BOOK O8
tame

~ — *

By A. SPENGLER,

Dr. F. Lh, RITTER,
Price, $1.00, in Boards.
“ pmpebiclally calculated toteach theArtofCompo
sttioand
n

GEORGE H. HOWARD, A. M.
Pric
e, $1.60.
Eastly Undensta:
interestin

Chotee. iormative pleces2apleasing as
follect
e. A favorite
ion
the
sive teachers a1 valuabl
ple for the with
Tndlepeusae
formationprogres
and cultivation
of tnste, Puplis. fable
aa Read1g Lensons,

ICEBERGS.

Cross, Jr.

é

~

Price, $1.25,
A New Comic
in Three Acta, with Original Words and
Music. Complete Opera,
Libretto can be furnished
on pplication,

COUNTERPOINT AND CANON.
By E. E. AYRES
Price,

“=

EB.
=

.

"
$1.00, Postpaid,

By DR. HUGO tee
:
It clearly marks out the student's work forhim,
Class andEs Account Book for
oe
and
him his definite writing exercis
a by J. 0. Fr
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es in each chapter, "These tasks
being indicated in their proper
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~
|
Revised Edition, Price, 60 conta,
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this book.
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_Gerefully keptaccounts prevent dispuited billsatend of terma,
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MUSICIAN.
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~

In Six Grades, Each 75 cent
s,
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Price,

4y ALFRED W.

W, S. B. MATHEWS.
Pricetie, $1.00.
.,
+
Besides giving:
definitions
ms
short skeich
of
all:modern musicians isincluded.of tera
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ee

10 centadaoh; 81.00 per doz.
Some Good Adviee
for Boeryone Studying the Plano,
A Witle pamphiet containing valuable and practical
concentrated juto forty-eight pi thyandpungent maxims,thoughts,
|” Sfeavent
ly readit by young ppl ane'e ou thelr panosShould
withia
hb.
orthem
'o keep them from forming bad habits.
Teachers should (arniate
to-pupils, for it isadmirably
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TEACHING AND TEACHING REFORM, ss
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A.B. Parsons and Constantin Stoquberg,
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Standard Music for Teaching and
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Annotates the Pieces,
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GermanHENNE
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LECTURES

ON

' MRW-PERLEE V. JERVIS,

TOUCH ano TECHNIC) =

so
SELECTED STUDIES.
4

BY STEPHEN HELLER.
.
*
Selected from Opus 45, 46,and 47.

Mrs. Murray will be Prepared to accept engagements after Easter with colleges, convents, and

schools for lectures, with illustrations in the
Mason
Method of’ Touch and Technic.
The following is her endorsement by Dr. Wm.

PRICE 81.50.

Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin B. Cady,

2=-Anoronne

;
on
MASOWS “TOUCH AND TEOHNIC.”
HALL, WEW YORK,
STUDIOS: {(STHINWAY
343 CLINTON AVE, BROOKLYN.

MISS CLARA

B: HARRISON,

TEACHER OF PIANO
Mason :—
:
" Q@ason System of Technic),
“Tn answertothe many requests and invitations I bave received to
lecture apun and give iMlustrations,of thle Method, and the proper way |I 019
O Street, N.W., » = WASHINGTON, D. G
of teaching and practicingitin accordance with the prinelplea upon

which It Je founded, I have {o'say that, on acoount of « precarious state
of health and nervous disorder, Iflad it quite impossible to respond
favorably, as under other circumstances it would be & pleasure dé
T have, however,inMrs Mary Gregory Murray a pupli whom Itohold
Thess études are carefully fingered and phrased, in very high
osteemi, and who thoroughly understands the system and |*
metronome marks given, use of pedal made cleaf and is abundantly able to explain it in all of Ite details, ad ehe haa had large
experience
of the pianoforte, as well ea a lectarer, and fe at
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno- the came timeas. anteacher
artistic and Anished planist ofahigh degree ofexcel
Jence.
Mrs,
Murray
is
open
vated, the remarke containing valuable hints and sugges- the “Touch and Technic,’ to engagements to lecture upon and teacl
I have fuil confidence in her auilityand
tione as to touch, style, and methods of study. This is faithfulness, sod am eure and
that in her-bands the Method will liave a
the finest edition of these valaable études ever published, thoroughly intelligible and adequate interpretation and illustration.”
Arthor Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John 8. Van

Cleve, Wilson G. Smith, and Charles W. Landon.

Address Publisher,

Apress,

7

1708~10

Chestnut

;

- THEODORE PRESSER,
1708 Chestnut Street,

+.

oo

MRS. MARY GREGORY MURRAY,
ROOM

Philadelphia, Pa.

“Instrnetive, Interesting, Entertaining.”

19, GREBLE BUILDING,

Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PIANO CONVERSATIONS.

Wit
aLange
h Faoulty of Superior Instructo and
» splendid building for its exclusive use, the rs,
Oberlin
Conservat
ory offers unusual advantages for

announce thataheis
the Btudy of
ready to reosive onents
10Conversations
season. Miss Fay promises Music,+08 99students last year. Total expense
Hie programmes, sulscted from thenext
forone
best works or both lassic aod |year's
qodern composers, and embracing a wide
study
(86
wodks) need not exceed $800,
field of
musical literature.
Sho ia in the habit of prefacing exch plece
with
short
comments,
Terms
begin
Sept,
19, Jane 8, and April4..
biographical of the composer or descriptive of the composition,
which render it clear toeversbody when
These “conversa,
If you are intending to study Music in any of its
LECTURES.
.
~
Hons”are heartily erjoyed ‘audiences,played.
and serve to bring them oranches, send for catalogué
to
{nto
a
pleasant
personal
relation
with both the planiste and the
“Bistory of Music,” “Famous Symphonies,” -Stabat Matér," musio, and are a great stimalas
to musical student. Address,”
Ofatorion and Their Writere:"*
Bopthuventaan Richasd Waguer’s
Heroines" Amencan Music Pant, Provo,andFutara," oto,et.
FB.
RIOH,
Director,
MISS AMY FAY,
+ For terms and dates addresa
88 West Sist Street,
«=
=
:
OBERLIN, OHIO
a
FREDERIO DEAN, A. M.,
New Work. |
No. 9 East 17th Street, New York.
ORGAN OPENINGS, Eto.

THE

DEAN

MADAME

-

.

a

MR. ALBERT

A. PUPIN, Concert Pianiste~-

will accept engagements for recitalsindrawing-rooms and schools.
Private JANKO KEYBOARD Recital:

‘Those wishing tosee,hear, and test the merits of the new keyboard
ay arrange, for partiey uf teu. for un hour at Madame Puylu'a reuldenon,
when a programme of nine pleces will be given, and opportunity
for full explanation of the advautayes of the new inveution.
Fee, $00 for the hour, for teu persons oF lees thn ten,
Appointments should be made by letter soveral days in advance,
Residence, No, 22 East 20th Street, NEW YORK CIIY,

WM. KNABE & CO..

PIANO - F ORTES,
These Inatruments have been before the Public for over

fifty years, and upon their excellence alone

have attainedan
UNPURCHASED
PRE-EMINENCE,
Which establishes them as un
workmanship, and

jualed in tone, touch,

ability,

very Piano Fully Warranted for 6 Years,

WM. KNABE & Co,

~

ORGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE
8602 Hamliton St., Philadelphia, Pa.

~—

NEW

Equal Development of Both Hands.

No Charge for 0:
ra
5
ice, Full arrangeme
worm
made
ntsfor
stuldontsstudying forthe-profesion,
t
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER.
BDWARD
BAXTER
PERRY
4
CONOERT PIANIST AND’ LEoTURE:
PRICH 75 CENTS.

Lecture Recitals at S¢hools and Music
-

Address: Care Mason & Hamlin, 146:

Mr. Porry makes an annual Weetern tour
tothe
holidays, and a douthern trip in January and. February. Engage.

ments in the Eestern States during the apring months.

MRS. CLARA E: THOMS,

oud in Koruiing au Artl-tvo.a0d -Retined Louch
upon the Piano, ~
Fingers Developed and Strengthened.

Wrists Rendered Flexible and Powerfal:

Bpectal attontion otheLimprovementof

Faulty Technic,

Practical tnstraction in the (mportant Art of Teaching Chi
- dren ‘undAdvanced Clasaes, Addresé,
341 East Nineteenth Street, New York.

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE

D.O,

reported from
the bet schools of the South and Southwest, Operates in ail States,

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.,
South

38th

TRSSONS BY MAIL

JUNIUS

Ke |

STANDARD

DANA,

‘

Secretary.

WORKS,

~

in Harmony, Cousfterpoint,
"

America. Catalogues free.

Street,

PHILADELPHIA,

gnd Composition,

a

|The “New Rauoution Applied to music,
NORMAL TEAINING; *
YUBLIC PERFORMANCES
MUSIC IN BCHOOLS;
composrtron; Etc.
Catalogue Free.
GEO. H. HOWARD, A. M.,
DIRECTOR,
Music Hall Bldg.
BOSTON, Masa.
t

Interpretation and Phrasing sccordiog 10 alt the’latest
methods.

AND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
a,
- ‘WARREN, OHIO.
TEACHERS WANTED
for every” department of instruction by the Southern Educattonal |,One of the oldest and most influential Schools of Muste In’North
Bursau, Mompble, Tenn. laiige number of vacanoise

RS

BOSTON
‘TRAINING

Makes a srectghet Teaching Fine Toue Production,

YORK,

:

WASHINGTON,

These Octave Studies are of medium
and selected from
Spindler, Honten, Bertin, Kullak, eto.difficulty,
They are of great educa-

Concert Piauiste
=<
.* and Pidne Teacher,

22 and 24 E. Baltimore Street; BALTIMORE,
148 Fifth Ave., near-20th St.,
811 Pennsylvania Ave.

SELECTED OCTAVE. STUDIES

W. BORST,

‘Teacher of the

(JANKO KEYBOARD),

-

Miss Am} Fay deotrosto

Address the Publishers,

DANA'S MUSICAL INSTITUTE,
WARREN, OH 0.

(

“Crown” OrchestraJ Attachment

and Practice Clavier.

Per. OCT. 10,04.
feat

pi

OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

rhich has four

lals and

qitbrebion disBer either Mandohe: Guitar,

Glavichord,
Spinet, Harpsichord, Banjo ani
Bag Pi
san he seul Datsod with vlc stalk
for. Anger.
practice,
oot
with
ve. signe
tone, bat
with regular
piano touch is
‘GEO. FP. BENT, Sole M'f’r.,

73 to 333 8. Canal St. Chicago, 11

*

5O | «
NEW

RIANO

MUSIC

’ BY RUSSIAN COMPOSERS.

*

AvArensky. 0p.8. Scherzo.
A. Borodin.
|Petite Suite: Reverie.
——
‘Petite Suite:
Bérénadi
Petite Suite: Nocturne.
B. Grodsby. 0p.1
Ende.
Petite
Barearoll
Alex, Ajtai

“8

CuNah

dF

In the preparation of a book of this characteritia desirable to have

not only works of@standard grade and attractive style, but, also, oom.
RESs

worthy the atAs cach plato contatifid in Classlo Gema for Four Hands has been
spooially

Op.
yp. 1.

engraved for the book, fuere 18 @ aniformity about {ts appoarnoe that
tsnottobe found in any other work of the same character.
t ia printed on
« fine quality of.toned music Paper and bound in

two
styles. Wo aak oritical
a
examination—e comparison with similar pubMoations.

Bilssful Dream—Intermezzo,

Dance of the
sessesley
Se
8ssse5
ges
SSE
RSS.

Bayadores ('*Feramore "),

40
40
60
60

Ieughter if well sung.

Gavotte from “ Mignon ™.

Nellie Ray!, Mezzo-Soprano, By Felix McGlennon.
a
40
Popular
y an English composer of great renown,
%
Faces of the~Deat Ones, Mezzo-Soprano. By
Anton Strelezki.
40
Pewrie.

8

I Love to Wander Quite Alone,

: FOUR. HANDS.

Good words, well set to music,

8

Bure to

86
Contralto.”
. 40
pleas

Cottage by the Brook. Mezzo-Soprino By Carl
Hintz...

In the preperation of this book, the great object in vow was to preHO
Rasy ballad.
Sweet, gentle melody.
sent a work that would be of the mobyploas
varied, and interesting
charsctor; orfe whose contents would prove lng,
entortaining to the listener,
PIANO
Holding fast to and whicb, in the performance of
the music, the players
esutve stepe are, thelr efforta
feel that The Battlefield, By S. A. Strother...
wee 1 26
bad beon worthily expended, All tastes canwould
|
Newedition. Revised
and fingored. Fine descriptive piece.
be pleased
whether sombre or gay. The numbers are all
Anold favorite in a new dress, Sale has beon phenomena
of
lly
the
ast
In
their
clam,
| a8 ig evidenced by the st of com poters, inclading Flotow, Gounod, ch. large,
Scharwenks, Sydney Smitb, Scotson Clark, Spindler, Delibes,
e Waltz, By Hubbard T.
- 40
Bohm, and Odalisqu
As itsname implies, « beantifal walts inSmith...
Bochmann, Thé works, while brilliantly
the dreamy style

juaical development in
Skis principle, 1
as nearly as may

which the pupil hae reached atti
es

MODERN SONATINA ALBUM.
Wol. 805 of Schirmer's Library.)

arranged,
dificult
of the East,
a very desirable foature in books of this kind; are-nottoo
and ‘yet they are:tiot U.S. 8. Columbia
March

trifing in character, possessing: difficulties enough
to Interest:

withou

overtaxing the performers,
Popular Goms Ls printed from new plates, engraved expresslyrae fo
book; hence it presouts a uniformity of style not to
PRICE 76 CENTS, ~
be found’ti
ofa
A valuable and interesting collection
character, The paper,printing, and binding
of
that
Sonati and as many poouldsimilar
sho! miscellaneous, characte
be destred—fa fact, most caiual examination willare all
ristic pi even,fifteen
all by modernnasmaster
s;
fairly
‘on
show
led
a8
practice
pieces
in
the
say" and “moderatel many points of mechanical excellence: Popular Gems is offered
easy,” ea} cially alternation with gradea
similar
compositions
the
of
groatest
the
olde
confidenc
school. whe list -—
e that it will mest ‘with hearty appreciation with
and

excellent mle, We print the

SONATINAS.

Bachmann, G. SonatinaNo.1, G-major; No. 2 Comaj
Bohm, ©. ‘Sonatina, Op. 117, 6major es N& % Omajor.
Forster, A. Sonatina, Op. 42, No. 2, F-msjor.
GUNEUE
E Go. soutine Op. 34 No.4. Demos
ramse, A,

conrEirrs.

At the Spinning Wheel, Op. 948, No,
‘Ballade, Op. 318, No, 6,
natina,
Op. 24, No.
Danse
1,C-1
Hongroiee,
i
No,
2,.Ea
Lange, &. "gonatina, G-major,
‘eaHirs
No,
9
Soutaie
Danse Nupolitaine, Op. 88.
Lichner, H. Sonatina,
Up. 4, No. 2, F-major; Op. 266,
No, ie
major.
Dodelinette—Lullaby
Reinecke,
Ma
nae
C. Sonatina, ina, Op.
Op. 126,
136, No. 1, C-major ;3 Nc
No. 2,
2, G-mafor;
G-mejor; Falry Dance (Danse des Elis), Op. 107.
Spindler, F- Sonniina, Op. 157, Yo. ¥, major;
Harlequin Colombine—Marche Mignone.
Op. 261, No, 2, G- Hungarian otDance,
major.
No, 8.
.
MISCELLANEOUS PlECES.,
Im Regen, Op. 108, No, 18.
Becker, G.. 8a4Story,Op. 9, lo.2,G-minor,
Serenade,
Teallan
Op.
21, No. 2.
Huatiog Bong,

op.9 oem 4
Start, Op.: i
For Srinnine Song,Op.‘unter's
14, No 4, F-major , No. 1, B-flat major.
Forster,

King’s Hussare—Marche

@.

A. yllegar,‘C-major,
Handrock,
J.
herzino, Op. 58, No. 1, @-major,

Liehner, HW. Mazurka, Op, 20, No 6, Koo
Lgeschhorn,
A. In the Gloaming, Op. 138, No. 7, Belat-mojor,
‘The
Op. 138, No. 10, D-teajcr.
MerBel, G.Rover,Humoreske,
Op.18, No, A-cainor,
~ Reinecke, ©. Cavatina’ Cmajcr,

Bhodo, E. Belore- Mozart's Portrait, O-zaajor,
——
First Violets, F-major,
—— Scherzo, D-major.
~ Streabbog. £. Artist's Life Waltz (Straus),
O.major.

Marche sux Flambeaux, Op. 154,

+.

Gounod.

»

Bleigh-ride, Op.87, No, 11..

‘iin
By F. Fanciulli

af
a
Eh

:

.

60

D.8, Marine Band, and are spectally bright and pleasing

sician’s

every good wu.

repertoire.

By Anton Strelezki

60

A companion plece to the above. Try it; you will like it,
MANDOLIN AND PIANO.

Sou hern Breezes
‘Fanciulli,

For M ndolin and Piano.
wie

:

By

fig melody, that will remind you of
the Bouth,'
-

Vista, Reverie. By H_A.
Arranged *
for Mandolin and Piano by T. J. Burr,
Armatrong.-... . 60
‘We'consider
this one of the prettiest pieces of the
ever published,

.

Doris Walizes. By F. R. Gillis.
ing,

“Py

kind-

Arranged by F.

Fa

rouny waltz,moll arranged. °
ANO STUDIES.

Bryant's FirstLessons for the Piano, Op. 19, ByG,

Bryant.$1 60

System of Scale Practice, Op.
20. By G. W. Bryant
ABeyaai’s
lew Discovery. Fo! \dation Studies
forPlanoforto, By Thor 160

ald Jerichau,

260

. OPERETTAS.
*
A New Year's Reception.
By Hubbard T. Smit
co
The Lottery Ticker’ By Hubbard
T. Smith,
60
Brambleton Fair. By Chas G, Heltinger.
A fine assortment of the-best American-made Banjos, Guitars, Man-60
doling, ote., alwaya on hand,dtlowest professional prices,

JOHN F. ELLIS & CO.,
“AAT PEMUSTLUANIA ATE. BL W., WASHINGT, D. G. — :

ef

'

La Tanda By Edward Holst.
50
<A Bpanish dance; medium diticulty ;very pleasing.
Hunting the Lion. By Edword Holet
60
About Grade IV in difficulty. Good for cot
3
Wilhelmine, Menuet a l'Antique. By Anton § rel
ezki
aoaali
;
- 40
Glasetcal instyle, Worthyofa place in
Blaminia. , Saltareo.

j

|

3

60

By F. Fanciulli.

‘The above two marches are by the Musical Director of
tbe

Polish Dance, Op. 8, No,

Puck Polk, Op. 295, No. 2.
Btredella—Overture...

G. SCHIRMER, NEW. YORK,

Loeschhorn
.-Smtth

‘Letter Carriers’ Marck;

Nalla Valso

Slumber Bong, Op. 250a, No,
Song to the Evening Star, Op. 84......

BY

FOR SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALERS,
;

La Grace Valse, Op. 207.
Les Sylphes—Caprice Walt

Brilliante,

Le
Ltw

|

Za

Mezzo-Soprano.

By Carl Richter..
Beautiful melody, with fine piano ace:
1 Wonld that I Could Quite Forget.
By F. M. Lillebridge..

Four-Hand Music by Popular Writers,

a
q

40

These two songe, by a new, popular writer, we can spectally recommend.

$1.26,

|

50

It Is Too Late,

POPULAR CEMS FOR

«

songtwebavacver pablchede
eTIto*atleiy toushiog

ff You Want a Kiss, Why, Take It!

sung by Miss Ellen Beach Yaw, ¢
Romenal soprano. Hamorous words
finely set to music, and
‘will convulae an audience with

Op. 85..

Gipsey Danco. Op, 320, No. 2.
JULIUS HANDROCK.
No. 6.
Hangary. Op. 23,
Marola
Op,1..../c
Mechanical Studies for the Pianoforte, Monuett,Fantastics.”
from “Mozart's Symphony in Eb
Pas Redoublé.. Op. 8
A selection of Indispensable exercises, from the first rudiments to
Polonaise, Op, 11, No. 1.
highest development, progressiv
ely arranged in strictly methodical the
on Prelude. Op. 19, No. 1..
+
der, with explanatory notes.
Serenade. Op. 16,
SCHIRMER'S. LIBRARY, VOL. ‘299,
Tannbaueer March (Wagner). Op. 04.
PRICE $1.25, NET.
Toréador ot Andalouse (Bal Costumé). Op, 108, No. 7..
This Method supplios the teacher with (
Imprompta
Yalse
complete course of mechanico-technical {ustruction on
Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00.
ginaing with “the first rudiment
Half Cloth,
Contents” the author explains,
in the piano student's, pro

PUBLISHED

VOCAL.
:
j
The Children, Mera6-So
Digkona. |Mario by B,prano.
PanchaWords by Chas.
oe 9 40

Masic by Ernest
With Violin or ’Cello ad lib.
Dedicated to and

Op, wt

Bride's Song—Wedding Music. Op. 45.
Canronetta.

enreich,

Musio Publishers, and Dealers in Pianos, Organs,
Smali

Mezzo-Soprano. By Hubbard T Smith
We are satlefled thatsuchexamination
A cute little song by this popular
make hosts of friends for ourbook. We'print the and comparizon will
re
Kiss While We May. Mezzo-Soprano,
conNTENTS.
Fanciulli...
AirdeDanso..
a yon
This Is avother kissing son;
of either of the above are perf fectly unobjection
Andante and Rondo—from Second Sonata,
able.
Anitra'p Dance ("Peer Gynt”), Op, 40, No. 8.
Laughing Song. So

. |Préiude, in Feminot
. “Prélude, in F-major.
Nicolay Rubinstein. Op. 11, No.2. Maturka.
Basile Wrangell. Op.1.
Six Pitces
Pidceot Fugu
Ghetoon nal

El

"9

Musioal instruments of all Kin ide,
‘
and the interest maintained by both, hia, we think, has been seeamStrings,
Trimmings, Eto.
plished, A glance at the List of composers will datisfy tho musician
as
We select the: following of our phblications, to which wo call your
to {te musical merits. The contents have been chosen with a view of special
attention. Ask. your rausio dealer to gond yon this musle for
baving the greatest ‘variety possible in such a volume,
and
effort selettion. Bvery trst-clias musio storo bas our pubilcations in stock |
made to harmoniously contrast the selections, thus making thean colledbot if for any Feason, your music dealer cannotgr will not furoleh
same,
write direct
tousand will send promptly, with the privilege
‘on applicable to all tastes. It hes been ouraim to avoid compositio
ns of returning what you eatinotwo
use or do not care for,
of extremely difficult nature, yet to sustain a standard
positions in which the difficulties are equally shared by
the performers

tention of players of average ability,

‘Thus the Me

NF. ELLIS&
Ave, Washing, D t

937 Pennsyrana

;

BOOSEY & CO,, | CLAYTON
7

Music Publishers and Musical
Instrument Manufacturers,

9 E. SEVENTEENTH

NEW YORK,

STREET,

Iv4-176

Ke

‘75 Conts.

“

NEW EDUCATIONAL WORK.
Now being used by the Leading

Masters

are; Grade V to VI.

9-8 meas-

The treatment is novel,

and the practice excellent.
COLE, R. G. Novelette in A Minor,

The Child’s Rerel..,
eee H.a W. ecm
Berl
Key

In

cgcanlttal onestisaaire passage work,
F, 2-4 measure.

HARRIS, H. W.

College, etc., London, England.

Grade I to IL.

50

SOLFEGGL

f $0 40

A NEW WORK-ON HARMONY.

of

Idyl.

By F. P. TOSTI.
IN TWO BOOKS.

the most

part, with

between the two hands.

25
the work

PRACTI CAL HARMONY

nicely divided

Key,of C.

|.LACK, TH. Song of the Brook...

This is « melody with figural passage

PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK,|

ternating between the’two hands,

These Solfegpt have been written by Signor Tost! for the middle reg-|
Istor
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